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The geometric properties of a lattice can have profound consequences on its band spectrum. For
example, symmetry constraints and geometric frustration can give rise to topologicially nontrivial
and dispersionless bands, respectively. Line-graph lattices are a perfect example of both of these
features: their lowest energy bands are perfectly flat, and here we develop a formalism to connect
some of their geometric properties with the presence or absence of fragile topology in their flat
bands. This theoretical work will enable experimental studies of fragile topology in several types of
line-graph lattices, most naturally suited to superconducting circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fragile topology is a property of a set of “Wannier-
obstructed” gapped electronic bands whose Wannier ob-
struction can be resolved by adding select trivial bands
[1–13]. This Wannier obstruction refers to the inability to
describe all states in these bands by exponentially local-
ized symmetric Wannier functions, known as the atomic
limit. “Extended” states are then required, much like the
edge states of topological insulators [14–22]; crucially,
however, the stable topology of these materials differs
from fragile topology because it is robust to the addi-
tion of trivial bands. Additionally, the extended states
of fragile phases generally do not exist at the edge. Re-
cent theoretical and experimental work has found that
fragile phases violate the bulk-boundary correspondence,
but instead exhibit gapless edges under “twisted” bound-
ary conditions [23, 24]. Moreover, the fragile topology of
electronic states also manifests itself in the contribution
to the superfluid weight in the superconducting phase
[25–28] and the level crossings in Hofstadter spectrum
under magnetic field [29, 30].

Fragile topology can also be characterized under the
theory of topological quantum chemistry, which classifies
topological bands by classifying all possible atomic limits
based on crystallographic symmetries [1, 31, 32]. Under
this theory, atomic limits are described by elementary
band representations (EBRs) [33–37]; while atomic bands
can be written purely as a sum of EBRs, fragile topolog-
ical bands cannot [2, 3]. Instead, they can be written as
sums and differences of EBRs, such that the inclusion of
trivial bands can render the entire set of bands trivial.

In this work, we mainly focus on the so-called eigenvalue
fragile states whose irreducible representations (irreps) in
momentum space cannot be written as sums of EBRs.

Less recently, theoretical work has also predicted that
nearly flat bands with stable topology may give rise to
fractional quantum Hall states at high temperatures or
zero magnetic field [38–41]. However, to our knowledge
no exact flat bands with stable topology have been found
in lattice models. On the other hand, fragile topolog-
ical bands can be exactly flat, for example in magic-
angle twisted bilayer graphene [42–47]. For exact flat-
ness, then, fragile topological bands provide an ideal plat-
form for studies of strongly interacting quantum phases
[48]. Recent works [45, 49–52] have shown that the par-
tially filled fragile-topological flat bands in twisted bilayer
graphene could form various correlated insulating phases,
including the Chern insulator phase, under different pa-
rameters. It has also been shown that, remarkably, the
Chern insulator phase originates from the fragile topol-
ogy, which allows a natural choice of the Chern band
basis [49, 53–55].

Entire classes of lattices are known to have exactly
flat bands, for example bipartite lattices with an unequal
number of vertices in each part [56] or certain types of
“line-graph lattices” [57]. However, apart from directly
computing the representation of specific flat-band sys-
tems, it is not generally known whether these bands are
topological and, if so, whether the topology is stable or
fragile.

Here we consider line-graph lattices of “regular” lat-
tices, defined by the attribute that every vertex has the
same coordination number. The band spectra of these
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lattices have flat bands as their lowest energy bands. Al-
though the topology of these bands can be computed via
topological quantum chemistry, this must be done on a
case-by-case basis. We develop a framework for analyz-
ing the topology of line-graph-lattice flat bands for entire
families of lattices, drawing connections between simple
geometric attributes of the lattices and their flat-band
representations. With this framework, we identify such
families whose flat bands have fragile topology, as well as
families of line-graph lattices whose flat bands are topo-
logically trivial but that, after certain perturbations, can
be split into fragile topological flat bands and topologi-
cally trivial dispersive bands. These results can inform
experimental simulations of line-graph lattices for studies
of fragile topology; in particular, these lattices are quite
natural to simulate with coplanar waveguide resonators
in quantum circuits because the line-shaped resonators
act as lattice vertices for microwave photons, with tun-
neling between vertices made possible through capacitive
coupling at the resonator ends [58].

A line graph L(X) can be formed from any graph X
(which we will refer to as the root graph) by placing a
vertex vL(X),i on each edge eX,i of X and connecting
vertices vL(X),i and vL(X),j if their corresponding edges
eX,i and eX,j are adjacent, i.e. share a common vertex.
We then define the tight-binding Hamiltonian

Ĥ =
∑

〈i,j〉
â†i âj + â†j âi (1)

where the sum is taken over all adjacent vertices vL(x),i
and vL(X),j , representing amplitude-1 hopping of spinless
bosons âi between adjacent vertices in the line graph.

There are several properties of line graphs, discussed
further in Appendix A of the Supplementary Material
with examples [59], that are relevant to this work:

LG1 If X is a periodic lattice, L(X) is as well.

LG2 Any symmetries of X are inherited by L(X), i.e.
the space group of X is the same as that of L(X).

LG3 As a consequence of the line-graph construction,
every vertex vX,i of the root graph gives rise to
a “complete subgraph” in the line graph, where a
complete subgraph is defined as a subset of k ver-
tices and binomial coefficient

(
k
2

)
edges for which

all pairs of vertices are connected by one of the
edges (i.e. “fully connected”). In these complete
subgraphs, k will be equal to the coordination num-
ber of vX,i.

LG4 Consider a sequence of vertices of the root graph
(vX,1, vX,2, . . . vX,n+1) where vX,1 = vX,n+1 but all
other vertices are distinct. Take the sequence of
edges (eX,1, eX,2, . . . eX,n) of X where the edge eX,i
connects vertices vX,i and vX,i+1. These vertices
and edges form a “cycle” of the graph. As a conse-
quence of the line-graph construction, every cycle
of X gives rise to a cycle of equal length (number of

edges) of L(X). These cycles of L(X) are “chord-
less”, meaning that no two vertices of the cycle are
connected by an edge that does not belong in the
cycle.

For regular root-graph lattices X with n vertices per unit
cell, each with coordination number (degree) d, we have
additionally the following:

LG5 Given energies EX of X, its corresponding line-
graph lattice L(X) has energies EL(X) = {EX +
d− 2,−2}, with one or more flat bands at −2.

LG6 The degeneracy D of the flat band at −2 is given
by D = n(d− 2)/2.

LG7 If X is non-bipartite, then the flat band(s) at −2
for L(X) will be gapped from the other bands.

Finally, if X (under periodic boundary conditions) can
be embedded on a torus such that none of its edges cross
each other, then we define the faces of X to be regions
bounded by edges and containing no edges or vertices.
Because X is on a torus, the coordination number d and
number of vertices n per unit cell then determine the
number of faces is per unit cell to be equal to the band
degeneracy D:

LG8 The number of faces per unit cell of X is also given
by n(d− 2)/2.

We consider line-graph lattices of non-bipartite toroidal
regular root-graph lattices, with flat-band degeneracy
1 < D ≤ 4. These lattices have C2, C3, or C6 sym-
metry, and can be further split into families based on
their coordination number and the number of faces per
unit cell that are bounded by an even number of edges
(“even-sided faces”). We find that lattices in the same
family have the same representation of the associated flat
bands. More specifically, these three characteristics de-
fine which graph-element type—vertex, edge, or face—is
located at each maximal Wyckoff position of the root-
graph lattice unit cell. Maximal Wyckoff positions in a
space group are the high-symmetry points in real space
with the little groups—under which they are invariant—
as maximal subgroups of the space group. Each element
type (vertex, edge, or face) then determines the so-called
real-space invariants (RSIs) of the flat-band at each max-
imal Wyckoff position, from which the representation and
topology follow [23]. Furthermore, for D = 3 and D = 4
flat bands we consider various perturbations to reduce
the degeneracy and identify a class of perturbations that
produces fragile topological flat bands.

In discussing our framework, we will use two elucidat-
ing examples, shown in Fig. 1; additional examples are
included in Appendix F of the Supplementary Material
[59]. For example 1 we take the line graph of the trian-
gle lattice, which has coordination number 6, zero even-
sided faces, and C6 symmetry. It also has one vertex
and two faces per unit cell; therefore, the correspond-
ing line-graph lattice has a D = 2-fold degeneracy of
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Example 1 Example 2

FIG. 1. The two examples of line-graph lattices described
in the main text. Example 1 begins with the triangle lattice
as its root graph, and example 2 begins with the heptagon-
heptagon-pentagon-pentagon lattice with Mx and My mirror
symmetries. Upon taking the line graph of these root-graph
lattices, the band spectra shift upward in energy (by d − 2)
and flat bands are created at −2. Unit cells are outlined in
gray, lattice vertices in a two-unit-cell by two-unit-cell region
(outlined in blue) are drawn as gray circles, and the maximal
Wyckoff positions of one unit cell are drawn as red circles.

its flat bands at energy −2. For example 2 we take the
line graph of the heptagon-heptagon-pentagon-pentagon
lattice with Mx and My mirror symmetries as shown in
Fig. 1. This root-graph lattice has coordination number
3, zero even-sided faces, and C2 symmetry. It also has
eight vertices and four faces per unit cell; therefore, the
corresponding line-graph lattice has a D = 4-fold degen-
eracy of its flat bands at −2.

II. FROM ROOT-GRAPH LATTICE
PROPERTIES TO GRAPH ELEMENT AT EACH

MAXIMAL WYCKOFF POSITION

Maximal Wyckoff positions are labeled by a number
according to their multiplicity and a letter defining their
position (see top row of Table I). They play a large
role in the construction of EBRs. Previous works have
considered which maximal Wyckoff positions are occu-
pied by lattice vertices (atomic orbitals) to define EBRs
[1, 31, 32, 35–37]. However, here we consider all graph
elements of the lattice and whether maximal Wyckoff po-
sitions are occupied by vertices, edges, or faces of the
root-graph lattice. In general, the lattices we consider
contain many vertices on nonmaximal Wyckoff positions
as well. As the first step in determining the properties un-
der symmetry of the line-graph lattice flat band, we show
the relationship between the root-graph lattice properties
and the graph element at each maximal Wyckoff position.

The maximal Wyckoff positions for our two examples
are highlighted in Fig. 1 as red circles. Example 1 has C6

C2 C3 C6

1a
1b

1c
1d

1a
1b

1c

1a
2b

3c

1a, 1b, 1c, 1d 1a, 1b, 1c 1a 2b 3c

D = 2 - 2f, 1v 1v 1f 1e
D = 3 d odd 1f, 3e - 1f 1f 1e

d even 1f, 2e, 1v 1f 1f 1v
D = 4 0 even faces

-d odd 4e 1f, 2v
d even 4e OR 2e, 2v

2 even faces 2f, 2e

TABLE I. For the maximal Wyckoff positions associated with
a given point-group symmetry, depicted in the header row,
we predict how many of them have vertices (v), edges (e), or
faces (f) of the root-graph lattice at these positions based on
the lattice’s flat-band degeneracy D, coordination number d,
and number of even-sided faces per unit cell. For example,
the root-graph lattice of example 2 has C2 symmetry, D = 4,
zero even faces, and d odd, so the table indicates that its
four maximal Wyckoff positions should be occupied by edges;
indeed, as seen in Fig. 1, this is the case. We note that for
the C3- and C6-symmetric lattices, we find a single lattice
geometry for each cell in the table, drawn in Fig. S8 of [59].
Cells corresponding to examples 1 and 2 are in blue.

symmetry and its maximal Wyckoff positions are the 1a,
2b, and 3c positions, defined in Table I. In its root-graph
lattice (the triangle lattice), at the 1a position sits a ver-
tex, at 2b is a face, and at 3c is an edge. As for example
2, its maximal Wyckoff positions are the 1a, 1b, 1c, and
1d positions (Table I) resulting from its C2 symmetry. In
its root-graph lattice, at all four are edges.

More generally, we find a relationship between how
many of each graph-element type are at a root-graph lat-
tice’s maximal Wyckoff positions, and the lattice’s coor-
dination number, number of even-sided faces, and sym-
metry. These correspondences are listed in Table I, with
cells pertaining to examples 1 and 2 colored in blue.
Several patterns emerge across these root-graph lattices,
stated and proved in Appendix C of the Supplementary
Material [59].

From the line-graph construction and properties LG2,
LG3, and LG4 of line graphs, we can determine which
graph element of the line-graph lattice is on each of max-
imal Wyckoff positions, given which root-graph graph el-
ement is on each maximal Wyckoff position in the root
graph. For example, as seen in Fig. 1, the triangle lat-
tice’s 1a maximal Wyckoff position is occupied by a ver-
tex; 2b is occupied by a triangular face, which is bounded
by a cycle of length 3; and 3c is occupied by an edge.
Upon taking the line graph (see Appendix A of the Sup-
plementary Material for details [59]), the root-graph ver-
tex at 1a gives rise to a complete subgraph at 1a in the
line graph, of six vertices that are pairwise fully con-
nected by

(
6
2

)
= 15 edges (property LG3 of line graphs).

Similarly, the root-graph triangular face at 2b gives rise
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to a triangular face at 2b in the line graph (property
LG4), and the root-graph edge at 3c gives rise to a ver-
tex at 3c in the line graph (by definition of the line-graph
construction).

III. FROM MAXIMAL WYCKOFF POSITION
LOCATION TYPE TO REAL-SPACE INVARIANT

Real-space invariants (RSIs) are quantum numbers as-
signed to maximal Wyckoff positions and can be used to
determine band topology. RSIs compute the local rep-
resentation of an orbital at a Wyckoff position, which
induces a set of bands in the Brillouin zone [23]. For a
maximal Wyckoff position with point symmetry Cs, these
eigenstates can have (single group) eigenvalues ei2πk/s for
integer k ∈ [0, 1, . . . s−1]. Here we consider RSIs for two-
dimensional point-group symmetries without spin-orbit
coupling and with time-reversal symmetry (TRS). Due to
TRS, there is a one-to-one correspondence between eigen-
states with eigenvalue e±i2πk/s, and hence we only con-
sider k ≤ bs/2c. The RSIs at maximal Wyckoff position
w are then equal to the difference in multiplicitiesms

w,k 6=0
and ms

w,k=0 of these eigenstates: δsw,k′ ≡ ms
w,k′ − ms

w,0

for k′ ∈ [1, s/2]. We note that these RSIs are can also
be written using the point group irreducible representa-
tion (orbital) notation from the Bilbao Crystallographic
Server [35], but avoid this notation here for simplicity.

A real-space approach to determine the RSIs of a Cs
center is to consider local energy eigenfunctions |φ〉 plus
each of their Cs images with a relative phase:

|φk〉 ≡ |φ〉+ ei2πk/sCs|φ〉+ · · ·+ (ei2πk/sCs)
s−1|φ〉 (2)

Notice that each value of k ∈ [0, s/2] generates an eigen-
function of eigenvalue ei2πk/s. However, some of these
constructions may yield |φk〉 ∝ |φ〉 (with an overall
phase), which occurs when |φ〉 is a Cs eigenstate, or van-
ish identically. If either of these is the case, then one
or more of the RSIs will nonzero-valued. To evaluate
the RSIs for our line graphs, we choose a real-space flat-
band eigenbasis containing so-called “cycle” and “chain”
compact localized states (CLSes), which are defined in
Appendix B of the Supplementary Material [59].

Figure 2 depicts the RSIs and associated CLS eigen-
states at each maximal Wyckoff position for our two ex-
amples. For example 1, we define an flat-band eigenstate
|φ〉 with nonzero amplitude on four vertices in the line-
graph lattice, enclosing an even cycle around two of the
triangle faces. At the 1a position, we consider the sum
of |φ〉 with each of its C6 images with a relative phase
ei2πk/6 [see Fig. 2(a)]. Of the integers k ∈ [0, 3], all
yield nonzero functions except for k = 0. In particular,
notice that the Cs eigenstate constructions can vanish
identically for some k only if each vertex (of the line-
graph lattice) where |φ〉 has nonzero amplitude, also has
nonzero amplitude for at least one of the Cs images of
|φ〉. All other local flat-band symmetry eigenstates for
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(b) Example 1 Example 2

δ6
1a,1 ≡ m6

1a,1 − m6
1a,0 = 1

δ6
1a,2 ≡ m6

1a,2 − m6
1a,0 = 1

δ6
1a,3 ≡ m6

1a,3 − m6
1a,0 = 1

δ6
2b,1 ≡ m6

2b,1 − m6
2b,0 = 0

δ6
3c,1 ≡ m6

3c,1 − m6
3c,0 = −1

δ2
1a,1 = −1 δ2

1b,1 = −1

δ2
1c,1 = −1 δ2

1d ,1 = −1

(A)3c ↑G
�(A)1a ↑G

(A)1a ↑G
⊕(A)1b ↑G
⊕(A)1c ↑G
⊕(A)1d ↑G

|φ〉

(a)

1a:

2b:

3c:

+eik2π/6 + ... + e5ik2π/6 = 0 k = 0
|φk 〉 �= 0 else

+eik2π/3 + e2ik2π/3 = |φk 〉 �= 0

+eikπ ∝ |φ〉 k = 0
= 0 k = 1

FIG. 2. The point-group-symmetric eigenstates local to each
maximal Wyckoff position (red circles) depict the real-space
invariants (RSIs) for each position, as demonstrated by our
two examples. Here, the local flat-band eigenfunctions |φ〉
are based on compact localized states (CLSes, see main text).
They are real-valued and depicted by the colored circles, with
blue (yellow) circles denoting relative amplitude +1 (−1). (a)
Cs flat-band eigenstate construction from flat-band energy
eigenstates, as described in the main text, for each maximal
Wyckoff position in example 1. The flat-band energy eigen-
state |φ〉 and its Cs images are represented graphically. (b)
RSI determination for examples 1 and 2 based on the multi-
plicities of Cs flat-band eigenstates of each eigenvalue. Circles
outlined in black highlight vertices where at least one of the
Cs images of |φ〉 have nonzero amplitude. The representa-
tion follows directly from these RSIs, and we find odd Wilson
loop winding when the representation involves a difference of
EBRs as in example 1.

the line graph of the triangle lattice involve a local en-
ergy eigenfunction |φ′〉 that does not have this property;
therefore, the constructions |φ′k〉 will construct the same
number of eigenfunctions of each eigenvalue. Then the
eigenstates |φ′k〉 do not contribute to the RSIs of the ori-
gin 1a, and the RSIs are δ61a,1 = δ61a,2 = δ61a,3 = 1. The
same procedure for the 2b and 3c positions yield RSIs of
δ62b,1 = 0 and δ63c,1 = −1.

In example 2, we define different local eigenstates |φ〉 at
each of the four maximal Wyckoff positions, however each
yield one more C2 eigenstate of eigenvalue +1 than −1.
Again, all other local eigenstates of the chosen Wyckoff
position create an equal number of eigenfunctions of each
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C2 C3 C6

vertex δ2w,1 = −1 δ3w,1 = 0 δ61a,1 = δ61a,2 = δ61a,3 = 0

complete
subgraph δ2w,1 = +1 δ3w,1 = +1 δ61a,1 = δ61a,2 = δ61a,3 = +1

face δ2w,1 = 0 δ3w,1 = 0 δ61a,1 = δ61a,2 = δ61a,3 = 0

TABLE II. For a maximal Wyckoff position w associated with
a given point-group symmetry, indicated in the header row,
its RSIs can be determined based on the line-graph graph
element occupying w.

± eigenvalue, so the RSIs are δ21a,1 = δ21b,1 = δ21c,1 =

δ21d,1 = −1.
These RSI values at each maximal Wyckoff position

can be generalized to those in our other line-graph lat-
tices based upon the line-graph graph element sitting on
the maximal Wyckoff position and the point-group sym-
metry; we tabulate these relationships in Table II and
prove them in Appendix C of the Supplementary Mate-
rial [59].

IV. FROM RSIS TO REPRESENTATION

Once the RSIs have been determined, it is straight-
forward to solve for the representation. RSIs are linear
invariant under induction, so they also describe the dif-
ferences in EBR multiplicities m̃w,k for EBRs induced
from the orbitals corresponding to Cs eigenvalue ei2πk/s
at maximal Wyckoff positions w. There is also an addi-
tional constraint on the total number of flat bands D:

∑

w, k∈[0,s/2]
mw,km̃w,k = D (3)

wheremw,k is the dimension of the induced EBR at max-
imal Wyckoff position w. The representations for various
families of line-graph lattices are derived in Appendix E
of the Supplementary Material [59]; we now explicitly
consider our two examples.

For C6-symmetric lattices we have m1a,0 = 1, m2b,0 =
2, and m3c,0 = 3. In example 1, with Eq. (3) we find
m̃1a,0 = −1, m̃3c,0 = 1 and hence the representation
can be written as (A)3c ↑G 	 (A)1a ↑G, where now we
use the irrep notation from the Bilbao Crystallographic
Server [35]. Although this decomposition is not unique,
all equivalent decompositions have a negative coefficient.
Because this representation can be written as a difference
of EBRs, the flat bands in example 1—the line graph of
the triangle lattice—exhibit fragile topology. The Wilson
loop for these bands exhibits winding, confirming our re-
sult [see Fig. 2(b)].

For C2-symmetric lattices we have m1a,0 = m1b,0 =
m1c,0 = m1d,0 = 1, so in example 2 we find
m̃1a,0 = m̃1b,0 = m̃1c,0 = m̃1d,0 = +1. This yields the
representation (A)1a ↑G⊕(A)1b ↑G⊕(A)1c ↑G⊕(A)1d ↑G
and we cannot conclude that these four-fold-degenerate

bands of example 2 exhibit fragile topology. Correspond-
ingly, the Wilson loop eigenvalues show no odd winding.

At this point, among our line-graph lattices we find
one D = 2 lattice with fragile topological flat bands—
the line graph of the triangle lattice—and one D = 2
lattice which admits a Wannier representation—the line
graph of the nonagon-triangle lattice (see Appendix F of
the Supplementary Material [59]). We also find that all
flat-band representations for the D = 3 and D = 4 line-
graph lattices considered are a sum of EBRs, indicating
that each group of bands may be topologically trivial.
However, we can split the flat-band band degeneracy for
these D > 2 line-graph lattices and characterize the re-
sulting band topology. We examine perturbations that
leave twofold-degenerate gapped flat bands at the orig-
inal flat-band energy −2. We refer to this process as
“splitting the bands”.

V. SPLITTING THE BANDS

To begin, we note that on-site-energy perturbations
can successfully split the bands for D = 3 and D = 4
into flat band(s) and dispersive bands, for example as in
the left of Fig. 3. However, the remaining flat band(s) are
still EBRs or sums of EBRs. Because these perturbations
are localized on single vertices, they will not change the
existing Wannier representation for the flat-band eigen-
functions.

Therefore, we focus on symmetry-preserving perturba-
tions consisting of new hoppings. For D = 4 line-graph
lattices with C2 symmetry, such as example 2 (see Fig.
3), we find that the bands can always be split into a set
of two flat bands and two dispersive ones. More specifi-
cally, everyD = 4 line-graph lattice has a root-graph unit
cell with either two even- and two odd-sided faces (the
“2e2o” family) or four odd-sided faces (the “4o” family).
For 2e2o lattices, the flat-band degeneracy can be split
by introducing a hopping between the two vertices that
are each adjacent to both even-sided faces, as shown in
Fig. S12(a) [59]. For 4o lattices, it can be split through
two hoppings that: (1) are C2 images of one another and
share a vertex at a maximal Wyckoff position, (2) each
extend across a single face, and (3) are between vertices
adjacent to all four faces. A construction is depicted
in Fig. S13(a) [59], with the result seen in the right of
Fig. 3. In both families, these prescribed hoppings al-
ways exist; of course, there may also be alternate hopping
perturbations for these lattices that also split the bands
successfully. These claims are proved in Appendix D of
the Supplementary Material [59].

By contrast, for all other line-graph lattices considered
we find evidence, presented in Appendix D of the Sup-
plementary Material [59], that the bands cannot be split
into twofold-degenerate gapped flat bands. For example,
in D = 3 lattices with C2 symmetry it seems that hop-
ping perturbations can at best split the three bands into
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Example 2

(A)1c ↑G
⊕(A)1d ↑G

(A)1b ↑G
⊕(A)1c ↑G
⊕(A)1d ↑G
	(A)1a ↑G

FIG. 3. By adding a perturbation (green) consisting of (left)
on-site energies or (right) additional hoppings, we can split
theD = 4 degeneracy of example 2 to create 2-fold-degenerate
gapped flat bands. We predict the topology of these bands
given the perturbation; here the hopping perturbation leaves
bands with fragile topology, as seen in the representation and
Wilson loop winding.

one flat band, sharing a band touch with one dispersive
band, and one other, separate, dispersive band.

For bands that can be split, their post-perturbation
representation can be predicted with the same for-
malism. Intuitively, a perturbation splits the bands
by inducing level repulsion between identical atomic
orbitals; indeed, this is the case for example 2 as seen in
the right of Fig. 3, where the perturbed bands each have
a representation induced from an orbital on the same
maximal Wyckoff positon, 1a. Level repulsion can also
occur between two orbitals on general (nonmaximal)
Wyckoff positions, which is equivalent to one s and
one p orbital for a maximal Wyckoff position w of
multiplicity 1 (see Appendix E of the Supplementary
Material and the last two rows of Table S3 in [59]).
We also find that bands with fragile topology can be
realized through our constructed hopping perturbations
on the 4o lattices, but not on the 2e2o lattices; proofs
are in Appendix E of the Supplementary Material [59].
There we also tabulate representations for perturbed
D = 3 C2-symmetric lattices, where if the perturbation
is symmetry-preserving and involves two vertices on a
face that sits on a maximal Wyckoff position, then the
resulting band pair exhibits fragile topology.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have shown how to predict the representation of the
energy = −2 flat bands for line-graph lattices of planar
regular root-graph lattices where these bands are gapped
from the rest of the spectrum. These predictions only
require knowledge of purely geometric qualities of the
root-graph lattice structure. We further demonstrate

that in cases of flat bands with four-fold flat-band de-
generacy, perturbations to the line graph always exist to
partially break the degeneracy and leave doubly degener-
ate gapped flat bands, whose representation can also be
predicted. Of the line-graph lattices considered in this
work, we find one D = 2 lattice with fragile topological
flat bands—the line graph of the triangle lattice—and
a family of D = 4 lattices with fragile topological flat
bands after one of a class of specific perturbations—the
4o family. We also find that for our D = 3 lattices, there
exists a perturbation that yields a pair of fragile topolog-
ical bands (one flat and one dispersive).

Possible extensions of this work, some of which are
briefly discussed in Appendix G of the Supplementary
Material [59], include extending the formalism to higher
degeneracies D > 4, which will also allow for the treat-
ment of lattices with C4 symmetry, and the addition of p-
and d-orbital hopping to the tight-binding model. Other
extensions include considering irregular root-graph lat-
tices where vertices can have differing coordination num-
ber, nontoroidal root-graph lattices where edges can cross
each other without meeting at a vertex, or proving the
results of alternate hopping perturbation constructions.
Similar work has been done on the band topology of un-
gapped flat bands in line graph and split graphs of bipar-
tite lattices, after the bands are gapped by introducing
spin-orbit coupling [60].

Our results dictate the course of quantum simulation
of fragile topology in line-graph lattices, a system par-
ticularly suitable for the platform of microwave quantum
circuits. Coplanar waveguide resonators have been used
to create various line-graph lattice geometries in two di-
mensions; in particular, the isotropic three-way capacitor
is a well-established and straightforward circuit element
to realize such lattices with d = 3 [61, 62]. By creating
artificial materials with these crystalline structures using
microwave resonators, it may be possible to probe the
physics of fragile topology in flat electronic bands.
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Appendix A: Root- and line-graph lattice properties

Here we prove the relevant properties of line graphs
and line-graph lattices used in the main text. As a re-
minder, we consider regular root-graph lattices X that
can be embedded on a torus and have coordination num-
ber d and n vertices per unit cell, and their associated
line-graph lattices L(X).

LG1 If X is a periodic lattice, L(X) is as well.

LG2 Any symmetries of X are inherited by L(X), i.e.
the space group of X is the same as that of L(X).

These two properties follow from the fact that to define
X as a lattice, we embed its vertices in the Euclidean
plane where distances are well-defined. Because the ver-
tices of L(X) can be defined completely in terms of the
positions of the vertices of X, all periodicity and symme-
try relations of X are inherited by L(X).

LG3 As a consequence of the line-graph construction,
every vertex vX,i of the root graph gives rise to
a “complete subgraph” in the line graph, where a
complete subgraph is defined as a subset of k ver-
tices and binomial coefficient

(
k
2

)
edges for which all

pairs of vertices are connected by one of the edges.
In these complete subgraphs, k will be equal to the
coordination number of vX,i.

In Figure S1 we show two examples of line-graph lattice
constructions as a reference. In subfigure (a), we show
the line graph of the hexagon lattice; although this is
biparitite and will give rise to an ungapped flat band, we
include it for its simplicity. In subfigure (b), we show the
line graph of the triangle lattice (Example 1 of the main
text) for its relevance to this work.

Consider all edges (eX,1, eX,2, . . . eX,d) of the root
graph X that have an endpoint at a vertex vX,i; there are
d of these edges because the root graph has coordination
number d. Upon taking the line graph, see (iii) of Fig-
ure S1(a) and (b), these root-graph edges will give rise
to line-graph vertices (vL(X),1, vL(X),2, . . . vL(X),d). All
of these vertices will be connected to one another by an
edge, because the root-graph edges they originate from
all share a vertex (vX,i). This set of vertices and edges
of the line graph then make up the complete subgraph
defined in the LG3 property statement, with k = d.

For clarity, we will refer to these complete subgraphs
only as complete subgraphs and not by any of their ver-
tices, edges, or faces. In particular, although the com-
plete subgraph arising from a root-graph vertex of coor-
dination number 3 looks like a triangle, we will refer to it
as a complete subgraph rather than as a triangle or face.
This is to avoid confusion with the line-graph faces that
arise from faces in the root graph as discussed in LG4.

LG4 Consider a sequence of vertices of the root graph
(vX,1, vX,2, . . . vX,n+1) where vX,1 = vX,n+1 but all
other vertices are distinct. Take the sequence of

edges (eX,1, eX,2, . . . eX,n) of X where the edge eX,i
connects vertices vX,i and vX,i+1. These vertices
and edges form a “cycle” of the graph. As a con-
sequence of the line-graph construction, every cycle
of X gives rise to a cycle of equal length (number of
edges) of L(X). These cycles of L(X) are “chord-
less”, meaning that no two vertices of the cycle are
connected by an edge that does not belong in the
cycle.

Take the line graph of X as in Figure S1; then
as in (i) of subfigures (a) and (b), the root-graph
cycle’s edges give rise to a sequence of vertices
(vL(X),1, vL(X),2, . . . vL(X),n) of the line-graph lattice.
Vertices vL(X),i and vL(X),i+1 mod n will be connected
by an edge, because the edges they come from join a se-
quence of vertices. This set of vertices and edges of the
line graph then make up a cycle of length equal to that of
the root-graph cycle considered, n. Moreover, this line-
graph cycle must be chordless; for two vertices vL(X),j

and vL(X),k of the line-graph cycle to be connected by an
edge, we must have that the root-graph edges eX,j and
eX,k, which gave rise to those line-graph vertices, share
a vertex. Because all vertices of the root-graph cycle
must be distinct, the edges eX,j and eX,k can only share
a vertex if j and k differ by 1 (mod n), i.e. if the edge
connecting vL(X),j and vL(X),k is part of the cycle.

As a result, the cycles bounding each face of the root-
graph lattice give rise to cycles of corresponding equal
length in the line-graph lattice. We will refer to these
latter cycles specifically as “faces” of the line-graph lat-
tice, separate from the complete subgraphs of LG3.

LG5 Given energies EX of X, its corresponding line-
graph lattice L(X) has energies EL(X) = {EX +
d− 2,−2}, with one or more flat bands at −2.

The existence of least eigenvalue −2 for general line
graphs of regular graphs is well-known among the graph
theory community [1]; a proof extending this to lattices
can be found in [2].

LG6 The degeneracy D of the flat band at −2 is given
by D = n(d− 2)/2.

The root-graph lattice has n vertices per unit cell and
therefore n bands. The line-graph lattice has a number of
vertices per unit cell equal to the number of edges in the
root-graph lattice; this can be straightforwardly counted
to be nd/2. As a result, the line-graph lattice has nd/2
electronic bands. Of these bands, n correspond directly
to the n bands of the root-graph lattice, shifted in energy
by d−2 as noted in property LG5. The remaining bands
must be flat and at energy −2; there are D = nd/2−n =
n(d− 2)/2 of these bands.

LG7 If X is non-bipartite, then the flat band(s) at −2
for L(X) will be gapped from the other bands.

The proof for this can be found in [2].
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(a) (b)root graph line graph root graph line graph

(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)

(a) (b)root graph line graph root graph line graph

(i) (ii) (iii) (i) (ii) (iii)

FIG. S1. Construction of a line-graph lattice. (a) Starting from a hexagon lattice, we take its line graph and create the kagome
lattice. (b) Starting from a triangle lattice, we take its line graph. In both subfigures, (i) highlights how a face of the root
graph gives rise to a face of the same number of edges in the line graph; (ii) highlights how an edge of the root graph gives rise
to a vertex in the line graph; and (iii) highlights how a vertex of the root graph gives rise to a complete subgraph of d vertices,
where d is the coordination number of the root-graph vertex. In the line-graph lattice, we refer to complete subgraphs only as
complete subgraphs and not by triangles or faces, to draw a distinction from the faces in the line graph which originate from
faces in the root graph. The parallelograms outlined in grey denote a single unit cell of each lattice.

LG8 The number of faces per unit cell of X is also given
by n(d− 2)/2.

Euler’s formula for graphs that can be embedded on a
torus (without edge crossings) states that the number of
faces is given by the difference in the number of edges
and vertices. Considering a single unit cell, the number
of faces in the root-graph lattice is then nd/2 − n =
n(d− 2)/2.

Given that we must have at least 3 edges per face, the
integer solutions for (n, d) given D are:
D = 2: (n, d) = (4, 3), (2, 4), (1, 6)
D = 3: (n, d) = (6, 3), (3, 4), (2, 5)
D = 4: (n, d) = (8, 3), (4, 4)

For a given (n, d) pair, we can additionally tabulate
the possible number of edges per face for the faces in the
root-graph unit cell, under the constraint that there must
be faces with an odd number of edges to keep the root
graph non-bipartite. The results are found in Table S1.

Appendix B: Real-space eigenfunctions

In this appendix is a construction of several classes
of energy −2 eigenstates that are generally non-
orthonormal but span the flat-band basis: cycle and
chain compact localized states (CLSes) [3, 4], as well
as extended states. The set of all cycle CLSes, chain
CLSes, and extended states forms an overcomplete basis,
however we will show that a subset of these states can
be chosen to construct a complete basis. Cycle CLSes
can be constructed in the following way [2], depicted in

Figure S3: to begin, if a regular root graph of degree d
has a cycle of even length (e.g. Figure S3(i), highlighted
in red), this length can be written as 2k where k is a
positive integer. Upon taking the line graph operation,
as described in property LG4 of line graphs, vertices are
created on the 2k edges of this even-length cycle and con-
nected in a chordless cycle of equal length (Figure S3(ii),
highlighted in red). Now label the vertices of this new
cycle as (x, 1) where x ∈ [1, 2k] denotes a vertex number-
ing within the cycle such that vertex (x, 1) is connected
to vertices (x±1 mod 2k, 1) (Figure S3(iii)). Define the
cycle CLS to be the wavefunction

ψ((x, i)) =





1 x ≤ 2k, x even, i = 1

−1 x ≤ 2k, x odd, i = 1

0 i 6= 1

(S1)

To evaluate how the Hamiltonian ĤL(X) =∑
〈j,l〉 âj

†âl+ âl
†âj , where j and l are vertices connected

by edges (adjacent), acts on the cycle CLS, we also label
all additional vertices adjacent to those in the even cycle
under consideration of the line-graph lattice (Figure
S3(iv)). As shown in Figure S3, these additional vertices
are in complete subgraphs and adjacent to two vertices
in the even cycle; thus, for vertices not within the cycle
but within a complete subgraph sharing vertices (x, 1)
and (x + 1 mod 2k, 1) with the cycle, label them as
(x, i ∈ [2, d − 1]). While this labeling is neither unique
nor complete, and may assign multiple labels to a vertex,
it is sufficient for self-consistently defining an eigenstate.

Then upon applying the Hamiltonian ĤL(X), we find
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D = 3

D = 4

FIG. S2. Examples of root-graph lattices with C2 symmetry
and 1 < D ≤ 4. For each lattice, one unit cell is outlined in
grey and maximal Wyckoff positions are circled in red.

(n, d) numbers of edges in each face
D = 2 (4, 3) 9, 3

(2, 4) -
(6, 1) 3, 3

D = 3 (6, 3) 12, 3, 3*
8, 5, 5
4, 7, 7

(3, 4) 6, 3, 3*
(2, 5) 4, 3, 3

D = 4 (8, 3) 14, 4, 3, 3
12, 6, 3, 3
10, 8, 3, 3
10, 4, 5, 5
8, 6, 5, 5
6, 4, 7, 7
9, 9, 3, 3*
7, 7, 5, 5*
7, 7, 7, 3

(4, 4) 5, 5, 3, 3*
6, 4, 3, 3

TABLE S1. Possible numbers of edges in each face of the
root-graph unit cell, for the toroidal non-bipartite root-
graph lattices considered in this work. Given flat-band
degeneracy D of the line-graph lattice, several pairs of
coordination numbers d and number of vertices per unit
cell n for the root-graph lattice are possible. Then for
each (n, d) pair, the possible number of edges in each face
of the root-graph unit cell can be determined. For all
of these entries, we have verified that at least one root-
graph lattice geometry exists, see Figures S2 and S8. For
entries with an asterisk, we have verified that at least two
root-graph lattice geometries exist.

ĤL(X)ψ((x, i)) =





d−1∑

i′=1

ψ((x− 1 mod 2k, i′)) +
d−1∑

i′=2

ψ((x, i′)) + ψ((x+ 1 mod 2k, i)) x ≤ 2k, i = 1

d−1∑

i′=1

ψ((x, i′))− ψ((x, i)) + ψ((x+ 1 mod 2k, 1)) x ≤ 2k, i 6= 1

0 else

(S2)

= −2ψ((x, i)) (S3)

as shown schematically in Figure S3(v). Therefore, we
find that for every even-length cycle of the root graph,
which gives rise to an even cycle of the line graph, there
exists one cycle CLS flat-band energy eigenstate for the
line graph, which has nonzero amplitude on the vertices
of the line-graph even cycle. Because these root-graph
cycles bound one or more faces of the root graph, we

will often refer to these cycle CLSes of the line graph by
these faces that they encircle. For example, in Figure
S3 we would refer to the cycle CLS of subfigure (a)(iii)
as “encircling a hexagon”, and the cycle CLS of (b)(iii)
as “encircling two heptagons”, based on the root-graph
faces bounded by the root-graph cycles from which these
CLSes originate.
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(1, 2)
2’ 3’ 4’
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6’ = 12’

7’
8’9’10’

11’

(a)

(b)

(i) root graph (ii) line graph (iii) cycle CLS sites (iv) local sites (v) Hamiltonian action

FIG. S3. Construction of a cycle CLS. (a) Hexagon root-graph lattice. (b) Example 2 of the main text. In both examples,
we start in (i) by identifying a cycle of even number of edges, which gives rise in (ii) to a chordless cycle of the same number
of edges in the line-graph lattice. Notice that in (b)(ii), the vertex enclosed by the even cycle is not part of the cycle, so
the cycle is indeed chordless. In (iii), we show the labeling for vertices that are part of the cycle and where the real-valued
wavefunction has non-zero amplitude. Blue (yellow) circles denote relative wavefunction amplitude +1 (−1). In (b), labels
(x, 1) have been abbreviated as x for legibility. We then label neighboring vertices that are not part of the cycle and have zero
wavefunction amplitude in (iv), where in (b) labels (x, 2) have been abbreviated as x′, to determine the action of the tight-
binding Hamiltonian (v). Red arrows denote hopping between two vertices where the wavefunction has nonzero amplitude;
pink arrows denote hopping between two vertices where the wavefunction has nonzero amplitude on one and zero amplitude
on the other. Notice that these cycle CLS energy eigenstates can be described by the faces that they encircle.

As seen in Figure S4, we can also construct line-graph
energy −2 eigenstates as chain CLSes. Begin with two
odd cycles that do not share any vertices (are non-
adjacent) of lengths k1 and k3 in the root graph, con-
nected by a path of length k2 > 0 edges, as shown in Fig-
ure S4(i). In this example, k1 = k3 = 5 and k2 = 1. Then
as in Figure S4(ii) the line graph has two corresponding
even cycles of lengths k1 + 1 and k3 + 1, connected by
a path of k2 vertices. Beginning and ending where the
cycles meet the vertices or vertex of the connecting path
(see Figure S4(iii) and (iv)), label the vertices (x, i) as for
the cycle CLS in Figure S3. Here x ∈ [1, k1+k2+k3] and
i ∈ [1, d− 2] if x = k1, k1 + k2, or k1 + k2 + k3, otherwise
i ∈ [1, d− 1].

Then we have

ψ((x, i)) =





1 x ≤ k1, x even, i = 1

−1 x ≤ k1, x odd, i = 1

2 k1 < x ≤ k1 + k2, x even, i = 1

−2 k1 < x ≤ k1 + k2, x odd, i = 1

1 k1 + k2 < x ≤ k1 + k2 + k3, x even, i = 1

−1 k1 + k2 < x ≤ k1 + k2 + k3, x odd, i = 1

0 else

(S4)

It is straightforward to confirm that this state, too, is an

energy −2 eigenstate (see Figure S4(v)). In analogy with
cycle CLSes, we will also often refer to chain CLSes by
the two sets of faces that they encircle, one at each end.

Finally, an extended state, or noncontractible loop
state, consists of a wavefunction with nonzero amplitude
on a chordless, even cycle around the torus where the
amplitudes are real-valued, equal in amplitude, and alter-
nate in sign. As shown in Figure S5, the vertices on and
adjacent to the cycle can be labeled in the same way as
for cycle CLSes, with extended state wavefunction given
by Equation S1. They are also energy −2 eigenstates.

We can define as many extended states as there exist
even cycles around the torus in the root-graph lattice. To
enumerate them, we can think of the extended states on
the torus in the following way: consider a vertex v1 and
its copy T1v1, translated by a lattice vector a1. For ex-
ample, consider a single unit cell of the line-graph lattice,
such as the one shown in Figure S6(a) (for a single unit
cell, the vertices v1 and T1v1 are the same). An extended
state whose cycle includes these vertices then partitions
this unit cell (and the torus) relative to some defined
reference partition; we can then examine in which part
each face of the unit cell lies, correspondingly encoding
the extended state as a binary string as shown in Figure
S6(a). This binary string has length equal to the num-
ber of faces in the unit cell, D, comprised of a number
of leading bits equal to the number of even-sided faces
per unit cell, and a number of trailing bits equal to the
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(i) root graph (ii) line graph (iii) chain CLS sites (iv) local sites (v) Hamiltonian action

FIG. S4. Construction of a chain CLS. Because the construction relies on the existence of odd-sided faces, there are no chain
CLSes in the line graphs of bipartite root-graphs. Hence we do not show the hexagon/kagome lattice example here and show
only Example 2 from the main text. (i) We begin by identifying two cycles in the root graph of odd number of edges that do
not share vertices (of lengths k1 = 5 and k3 = 5, plus a path (of length k2 = 1) between a vertex in one and a vertex in the
other. From the corresponding graph elements that are created when taking the line graph (ii), a real-valued wavefunction
can be constructed and vertices with non-zero amplitude labeled (iii). Blue (yellow) circles denote positive (negative) relative
wavefunction amplitude, and the larger circle at vertex 6 has twice the amplitude of the remaining, smaller circles. (iv)
Neighboring vertices are also labeled to determine the action of the Hamiltonian on the wavefunction. Here, labels (x, 1) have
been abbreviated as x and labels (x, 2) have been abbreviated as x′ for legibility. (v) Red arrows denote hopping between
two vertices where the wavefunction has nonzero amplitude; pink arrows denote hopping between two vertices where the
wavefunction has nonzero amplitude on one and zero amplitude on the other. Notice that chain CLSes, like cycle CLSes, can
be described by the faces that they encircle.

number of odd-sided faces per unit cell.
In the example of Figure S6(a), we have D = 4 bits

in the string, comprised of 0 leading bits and 4 trailing
bits. A binary string of 0000 can be chosen to define our
reference, corresponding to an extended state where all
four faces are “above” the cycle in the depiction of the
lattice on a plane; 0001 then corresponds to the state
where three of the faces are “above” the cycle and one
is “below”; and so on. More generally, for lattices with
M1×M2 unit cells, the extended state will consist of the
same wavefunction amplitudes repeated across the M1

unit cells along lattice vector a1, and there will be M2

such extended states, corresponding to repeated lattice
translations T2 of the entire extended state by the other
lattice vector a2. We note that there may be redundancy
of encodings of these extended states; for example, in
Figure S6(a) the 1111 extended state is equivalent to the
0000 state because under periodic boundary conditions,
the vertices on the left and right (top and bottom) edges
of the unit cell are the same.

With this limitation in mind, we will use this binary
string representation for extended states to find extended
states which are linearly independent from a given set of
cycle and chain CLSes to construct complete flat-band
bases for our flat bands. Our use of these extended states
should not be mistaken as the extended states being abso-
lutely necessary to describe the flat-band states, as would
be a consequence of fragile topological bands.

The existence of these compact localized and extended
flat-band eigenstates crucially depends upon the follow-
ing: for even cycles in the line-graph lattice that are cre-
ated from even cycles in the root graph, vertices not in
the cycle but nearest neighbors with a vertex vL(X),i in
the cycle, are also nearest neighbors with a nearest neigh-
bor of vL(X),i that is also in the cycle (see Figures S3-S5).

As an example, take the cycle of Figure S3(b)(ii) and ver-
tex (1, 1) in this cycle with neighbors 2 and 12 also in the
cycle. Vertices not in this cycle, but which are nearest
neighbors with (1, 1), are also nearest neighbors with ver-
tices 2 or 12. To prove this statement, consider a vertex
vL(X),i in the cycle of the line graph; it originates from
an edge eX,i of the root graph. Every edge eX,i of the
root graph has a vertex at either end, vX,i and vX,i+1,
each of which gives rise to a complete subgraph in the
line graph. In the line graph construction, vL(X),i is then
only connected to vertices in these complete subgraphs.
Indeed, in our example, (1, 1) is part of two complete sub-
graphs of k = 3 vertices each (seen as triangles in Figure
S3(b)(iii)). Furthermore, the two neighbors of vL(X),i in
the cycle are each in one of these two complete subgraphs.
In our example, the vertex labeled 2 is in one of the two
complete subgraphs, while the vertex labeled 12 is in the
other. Then if a vertex vL(X),α is not in the cycle but
is nearest neighbors with a vertex vL(X),i in the cycle, it
must be in one of the complete subgraphs and therefore a
nearest neighbor with one of the two neighbors of vL(X),i

in the cycle. For example, vertex (1, 2) of Figure S3 is
adjacent to (1, 1) but not in the cycle, and we see that it
is also adjacent to vertex 2 of the cycle.

Upon applying the tight-binding Hamiltonian, this ge-
ometry ensures destructive interference of the flat-band
eigenfunction’s opposite-valued amplitudes on neighbor-
ing vertices, on neighboring vertices where the eigenfunc-
tion has zero amplitude. A similar geometry ensures this
destructive interference for chain CLSes, which we do
not elaborate upon here. We refer to these geometries as
“providing compact support”.

Notice that under our constructions for cycle and chain
CLSes, all even-sided faces of the root-graph lattice con-
tribute a cycle CLS (as in Figure S3(a)), and any two
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FIG. S5. Construction of an extended state. (a) Hexagon root-graph lattice. (b) Example 2 of the main text. In both
examples, we start in (i) by identifying a cycle of an even number of edges that wraps around the toroidal or poloidal direction
of the torus. (ii) This gives rise to a similar cycle in the line graph lattice, whose vertices (iii) can be labeled (iv) along with
its neighboring vertices to determine (v) the action of the Hamiltonian on a wavefunction with nonzero amplitude on those
vertices. Blue (yellow) circles denote relative wavefunction amplitude +1 (−1). Red arrows denote hopping between two vertices
where the wavefunction has nonzero amplitude; pink arrows denote hopping between two vertices where the wavefunction has
nonzero amplitude on one and zero amplitude on the other. In (b), labels (x, 1) have been abbreviated as x and labels (x, 2)
have been abbreviated as x′ for legibility.

odd-sided faces of the root-graph unit cell contribute a
cycle or chain CLS depending on whether or not they are
adjacent (as in Figures S3(b) and S4). Because of this,
we often refer to wavefunctions based on the root-graph
faces they descend from. By contrast, as seen in Figure
S5, extended states cannot be described based on the lat-
tice faces, but can be labeled as traveling in the toroidal
or poloidal direction of the torus (i.e. one of the two lat-
tice vector directions). Although in general these states
are not orthogonal, a linearly independent and complete
basis set can be chosen and proven to be as such based
on their parent faces [2, 5].

We will define such a basis by beginning with a set
of cycle and chain CLSes, removing any linearly depen-
dent states, then adding in all extended states which are
linearly independent. Before elaborating on this con-
struction, we explore several flat-band-eigenstate linear
dependencies, with examples shown in Figure S6, which
will allow us to show that our constructed set of basis
states are indeed linearly independent and span the flat-
band basis. This construction will be necessary for Ap-
pendix D, where we add perturbations to split 3- and
4-fold-degenerate flat bands into doubly degenerate flat
bands and dispersive bands.

FB1 A linear combination of (equally weighted) CLSes
that cover the torus exactly will annihilate.

This is shown in [2]. Additionally, we provide a schematic
depiction in Figure S6(b) for a 2-unit-cell by 2-unit-cell

lattice with periodic boundary conditions, and a brief
summary. Given a CLS |ψ1〉, we can identify its parent
faces and say that the CLS “covers” these faces. In Fig-
ure S6(b), we show this by shading the parent faces in
addition to showing the CLS wavefunction amplitudes.
Then, by adding a second CLS |ψ2〉 (see Figure S6(b)),
the linear combination covers additional faces. If CLSes
are added across all unit cells in such a way that all faces
of the lattice are covered exactly once, and the faces cov-
ered by any CLS share at most one edge with the faces
covered by any other CLS, then the resulting wavefunc-
tion will appear to have non-zero amplitude only at the
boundaries of the depicted lattice. For example, see the
last lattice in the series of Figure S6(b), where T1 (T2) is
translation by the lattice vector a1 (a2). However, due
to periodic boundary conditions, the vertices drawn at
the left and right (top and bottom) of the depicted lat-
tice refer to the same vertices, and the wavefunction is
in fact identically zero. We note that in this treatment,
whether or not complete subgraphs are enclosed by the
CLSes does not affect the wavefunction annihilation.

FB2 Chain and cycle CLSes can be generated through
combinations of cycle CLSes.

Consider two unique cycle CLSes |ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉 that
both encircle an odd-sided face F0, but otherwise encir-
cle unique sets of odd-sided faces F1 and F2, as drawn in
Figure S6(c). Then the sum |ψ1〉+ |ψ2〉 will not encircle
F0, but will encircle both F1 and F2. If there is a vertex
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FIG. S6. Depiction of flat-band-state properties presented in Appendix B, useful for constructing flat-band bases. Here, we show
a 2-unit-cell ×2-unit cell line graph of the heptagon-heptagon-pentagon-pentagon lattice with Mx and My mirror symmetries
(i.e. Example 2 of the main text), with periodic boundary conditions. In all subfigures, blue (yellow) circles denote positive
(negative) relative wavefunction amplitude, and larger circles have twice the amplitude of the smaller circles. (a) Encoding of
extended states into binary strings of length D, for the purpose of determining the number of extended states that are linearly
independent from a given set of cycle and chain CLSes. See text for details. (b) Schematic for FB1, showing how a set of
CLSes that cover the torus exactly must be linearly dependent, because adding them together yields the zero function. Here
and in the remaining subfigures, a1 and a2 are the lattice vectors, and T1 (T2) denotes translation by a1 (a2). (c) Schematic
for FB2, showing how a (i) chain and (ii) cycle CLS may be created through linear combinations of cycle CLSes. (d)(i)-(iii)
Schematics for FB3, showing how a chain CLS can be combined with chain and cycle CLSes to generate an extended state.

at the boundaries of both F1 and F2, the resulting CLS
will be a cycle CLS, as in (c)(ii); otherwise, it will be a
chain CLS, as in (c)(i). We note that if F0, F1, and F2

are even-sided, then the sum |ψ1〉 + |ψ2〉 will result in a
sum of two cycle CLSes.

FB3 Extended states can be generated through linear
combinations of chain and cycle CLSes.

Define a chain CLS |ψ1〉 that encircles odd-sided faces
F1 and F2. For example, |ψ1〉 in Figure S6(d)(i) shows a

chain CLS that encircles a pentagon on the left, F1, and
a pentagon on the right, F2, both shaded in grey. Now
consider T1|ψ1〉, where T1 denotes translation by lattice
vector a1; its encircled faces are then T1F1 and T1F2. If
T1F1 = F2 (or T1F2 = F1), as in Figure S6(d)(i), then
the sum |ψ1〉+T1|ψ1〉 is itself a chain CLS with encircled
faces F1 and T1F2 (F2 and T1F1). Then upon adding
these translated copies around the entire torus, we find
an extended state: |ψext〉 =

∑N1

i (T1)
i|ψ1〉, where N1

is the number of unit cells around the torus in the a1
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direction (in Figure S6(d)(i), N1 = 2).
If this is not the case, a second possibility (shown in

Figure S6(d)(ii)) is that T1F1 and F2 (or T1F2 and F1) are
adjacent, that is, there is a shared vertex at the bound-
aries of both faces. Then a cycle CLS |ψ2〉 can be de-
fined to encircle both T1F1 and F2 (T1F2 and F1); in
Figure S6(d)(ii), this is the cycle CLS encircling both
pentagons. We can then construct the extended state
|ψext〉 =

∑N1

i (T1)
i(|ψ1〉+ |ψ2〉).

A third possibility is that neither T1F1 and F2, nor
T1F2 and F1, are adjacent, seen in Figure S6(d)(iii). In
this case, a second chain CLS |ψ2〉 can be defined to
encircle faces F2 and T1F1, such that |ψ1〉 + |ψ2〉 is a
chain CLS encircling faces F1 and T1F1. Then we have
the extended state |ψext〉 =

∑N1

i (T1)
i(|ψ1〉+ |ψ2〉).

Two quick remarks are in order. First, because this
extended state generation depends on the existence of
chain CLSes, it only applies to line-graph lattices whose
root graphs contain faces with an odd number of edges
(as required in the construction of chain CLSes). Second,
the other lattice translation vector T2 by the other lattice
vector a2 can be used in place of T1; in this discus-
sion we have considered T1 without loss of generalization.

A complete basis for our 1 < D ≤ 4 line-graph lattice
flat bands can be defined via the following prescription,
with two examples shown in Figure S7. Recall that all of
these lattices have root graphs with 0, 1, or 2 even-sided
faces per unit cell, and 2 or 4 odd-sided faces per unit
cell, seen in Table S1.

1. For each even-sided face, add its corresponding cy-
cle CLS to the basis.

In Figure S7(a)(i), the root-graph unit cell has one square
face and one hexagon face per unit cell; each of these
gives rise to a cycle CLS (|ψ1〉 and |ψ2〉) in the line-graph
lattice. In Figure S7(b)(i), there are no even-sided faces.

2a. If there are two odd-sided faces (per unit cell) then
for each odd-sided face and its C2 image, add two
corresponding CLSes to the basis. If their bound-
aries share at least two distinct vertices, two cycle
CLSes can be added; if a single vertex, one cycle
CLS and one chain CLS can be added; if none, two
linearly independent chain CLSes can be added.

In Figure S7(a)(ii), the root-graph unit cell has two hep-
tagon faces. Their boundaries share two distinct vertices,
hence there are two distinct cycle CLSes (per unit cell)
around the two heptagons, |ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉.
2b. If instead there are four odd-sided faces (per unit

cell), then for each odd-sided face and its C2 image,
add one corresponding CLS to the basis. If the
boundary of both faces share at least one vertex,
a cycle CLS can be added; otherwise, a chain CLS
will be added. Then, for two odd-sided faces of
differing number of edges whose boundaries share
at least one vertex, add a cycle CLS and its C2

image.

(a) (b)
(i) even-face-CLSes

(ii) odd-face-CLSes

(iii) coverings

(iv) extended states

|ψ1〉 |ψ2〉

|ψ3〉 |ψ4〉

|ψ1〉

|ψ2〉

|ψ3〉

|ψ4〉

|ψext,1〉
0000

|ψext,2〉
0010

|ψext,3〉
0000

|ψext,4〉
0100

|ψext,1〉 =
∑N1

i (T1)i (|ψ3〉+|ψ4〉)

|ψext,2〉 =
∑N1

i (−T1)i (|ψ3〉+|ψ4〉)

|ψext,1〉
0000

|ψext,2〉
0001

|ψext,3〉
0011

|ψext,4〉
0111

|ψext,1〉 =
∑N1

i (T1)i (|ψ1〉+|ψ2〉+|ψ3〉+|ψ4〉)

|ψext,2〉 =
∑N1

i (−T1)i (|ψ1〉+|ψ2〉+|ψ3〉+|ψ4〉)

F3 F1

F2

F4 F1 F2
F3

F4a1 a2
a1

a2

FIG. S7. Example bases for two line-graph lattices: (a) the
heptagon-heptagon-hexagon-square kagome lattice and (b)
Example 2 from the main text. In both of these cases, the ba-
sis is comprised of four CLSes per unit cell, with two linearly
dependent CLSes removed from two coverings of the torus by
these CLSes, and two linearly independent extended states
included. Notice that this yields a total of exactly four CLSes
per unit cell, reflecting the fourfold degenerate gapped flat
bands. Parts (i) through (iv) depict the steps to construct a
basis from the text.

In Figure S7(b)(ii), the root-graph unit cell has two hep-
tagon and two pentagon faces. The heptagons share three
vertices at their boundaries, and the pentagons share one;
hence, we add two cycle CLSes per unit cell to the basis:
one enclosing two heptagons (|ψ1〉), and one enclosing
two pentagons (|ψ2〉). We also add two cycle CLSes per
unit cell, which are C2 images of one another and each
enclosing one pentagon and one heptagon (|ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉).

3. Remove the linearly dependent CLSes from this set.
Indeed, after the first two steps, the basis consists
of one eigenfunction per face of the root-graph unit
cell, for a total of D line-graph eigenfunctions per
unit cell, meant to fill the D-fold-degenerate flat
bands. However, they may not all be linearly inde-
pendent; as stated in flat-band eigenstate property
FB1, if we have a set of CLSes that completely
covers the torus, they will annihilate upon doing
so, leaving one linearly dependent state.

For example, as seen in Figure S7(a)(iii) there are two
ways to cover the torus completely with the cycle CLSes,
thus rendering two of these cycle CLSes as linearly de-
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pendent and reducing our set of states by two. Similarly,
in Figure S7(b)(iii) the four cycle CLSes per unit cell
can be paired to cover the torus completely in two ways,
hence two of the cycle CLSes are linearly dependent and
must be removed from our set of states.

4. Finally, we find and add the extended states that
are linearly independent with the remaining CLSes.
We elaborate on this process below.

We find linearly independent extended states by first gen-
erating linearly dependent extended states via the meth-
ods FB2 and FB3. For example, in Figure S7(a)(iv),
|ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉 can be used to generate two extended
states: |ψext,1〉 =

∑N1

i (T1)
i(|ψ3〉+ |ψ4〉) (upper left) and

|ψext,2〉 =
∑N1

i (−T1)i(|ψ3〉 + |ψ4〉) (lower left), where
T1 denotes translation by one unit cell in the lattice
vector a1 direction, and there are N1 unit cells in the
a1 direction. Similarly, all four cycle CLSes (per unit
cell) of Figure S7(b)(iv) generate two extended states:
|ψext,1〉 =

∑N1

i (T1)
i(|ψ1〉 + |ψ2〉 + |ψ3〉 + |ψ4〉) (Figure

S7(b)(iv), upper left) and |ψext,2〉 =
∑N1

i (−T1)i(|ψ1〉 +
|ψ2〉+ |ψ3〉+ |ψ4〉) (lower left).

Furthermore, if we now consider the binary string rep-
resentations of these extended states, adding or subtract-
ing cycle CLSes that come from even-sided faces will re-
sult in (linearly dependent) extended states with binary
string representations whose leading bits differ. Simi-
larly, adding or subtracting chain or cycle CLSes that
come from two odd-sided faces will result in (linearly
dependent) extended states with binary string represen-
tations trailing bits differ in an even number of places.
From this reasoning, we see that in both of our examples,
all extended states in the a1 lattice direction are linearly
dependent with our set of CLSes.

However, in both of our examples, the CLSes cannot
be combined to create extended states in the a2 lattice
direction; therefore, we have two extended states in this
direction which are linearly independent with our set of
CLSes. Two possible such states are shown in Figure
S7(a)(iv) and (b)(iv), upper and lower right, as |ψext,3〉
and |ψext,4〉. From considering the associated bitstrings,
again we see that any additional extended states along
this lattice direction can be generated through adding or
subtracting CLSes to or from |ψext,3〉 and |ψext,4〉.

Appendix C: From root-graph lattice, to line-graph
lattice flat-band representation: proofs

In this appendix we prove the key relationships pre-
sented in the main text to determine a line-graph lattice’s
flat-band representation based on its root graph. We be-
gin with several properties pertaining to the geometry of
our root-graph lattices.

RG1 For a D ≤ 4 root-graph lattice with point-group
symmetry Cs, all faces with a number of sides that

C3 symmetry C6 symmetry

δ3
1a,1 = +1
δ3

1b,1 = 0
δ3

1c,1 = 0

δ3
1a,1 = +1
δ3

1b,1 = +1
δ3

1c,1 = 0

(1E2E)1a ↑G ⊕ (1E2E)1b ↑G

(1E2E)1a ↑G

δ6
1a,(i=1,2,3) = +1
δ6

2b,1 = 0
δ6

3c,1 = −1

δ6
1a,(i=1,2,3) = 0
δ6

2b,1 = 0
δ6

3c,1 = −1

δ6
1a,(i=1,2,3) = 0
δ6

2b,1 = 0
δ6

3c,1 = +1

(B)3c ↑G

(A)3c ↑G

(A)3c ↑G 	 (A)1a ↑G

FIG. S8. Examples of line-graph lattices with C3 or C6 sym-
metry and 1 < D ≤ 4. For each lattice, the maximal Wyckoff
positions, their associated real-space invariants, and flat-band
representations are identified. Notice that faces created from
faces in the root graph sit on a maximal Wyckoff position
whenever the number of sides shares a common factor (other
than 1) with s, for point-group symmetry Cs of the lattice.

shares a common factor (other than 1) with s will
sit at a maximal Wyckoff position.

For C3 and C6, we see this is the case for all such lattices
found, shown in Figure S8.

For C2, we begin by noting that a face has a C2 cen-
ter at its center only if it has an even number of sides,
because odd-sided faces cannot be invariant under inver-
sion. As seen in Table S1, there are no non-bipartite
D = 2 root-graph lattices with even-sided faces, our
D = 3 root-graph lattices must have one even-sided face
per unit cell, and our D = 4 root-graph lattices can have
zero or two even-sided faces per unit cell. In the D = 4
lattices with two even-sided faces, these faces do not have
the same number of sides.

Now assume for the sake of contradiction that there
exists an even-sided face that does not have a C2 center
about its center. As shown in the left of Figure S9(a),
take its C2 image about a C2 center; this image is a
separate face within the unit cell, creating a total of two
even-sided faces with the same number of sides. However,
we have established thatD = 2 root-graph lattices do not
have even-sided faces, D = 3 root-graph lattices cannot
have more than one even-sided face per unit cell, andD =
4 root-graph lattices cannot have two even-sided faces
with an equal number of sides (Table S1). Contradiction;
for the C2-symmetric lattices considered in this work,
all even-sided faces must have a C2 center at its center,
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(a) RG1 (b) RG3

(c) RG4 (d) RG5

(e) RG6

unit cellmaximal Wyckoff positionlattice elements
(faces, edges, vertices)

6 6

6 6

x

x

x

x

x

x

6 6

6 6D = 4
(n, d) = (4, 4)
Faces with 6, 4, 3, 3 edges

(iii)

(ii) D = 4
(n, d) = (4, 4)
Faces with 5, 5, 3, 3 edges

(i) D = 3
(n, d) = (3, 4)
Faces with 6, 3, 3 edges

FIG. S9. Sketches to assist the arguments presented for prop-
erties pertaining to the geometry of our root-graph lattices.
(a) Sketch for RG1, showing that in our root-graph lattices,
faces with an even number of sides must sit on maximal Wyck-
off positions. (b) Sketch for RG3 showing how vertices and
edges on nonmaximal Wyckoff positions must come in pairs,
but vertices on and edges on maximal Wyckoff positions do
not. (c) Sketch for the argument of RG4, showing that two
faces that are C2 images of each other and share an edge, must
have that edge on a maximal Wyckoff position. (d) Sketch for
RG5 showing that for two even-sided faces that are C2 images
of each other and share a vertex but not an edge, the shared
vertex lies on a maximal Wyckoff position. (e)(i), (ii), (iii)
Sketch for lattice solutions (1), (2), and (3), respectively, of
the arguments for RG6. In (e)(i) and (ii), the red edges high-
light edges shared between faces of differing number of sides.
In (e)(iii), the two vertices and maximal Wyckoff positions
in grey denote those in a neighboring unit cell, “6”s indicate
regions occupied by a hexagonal face, and the “x”s indicate
regions occupied by faces of the same number of edges.

and therefore sit at a maximal Wyckoff position (right of
Figure S9(a)).

RG2 For a vertex to sit on a maximal Wyckoff position
with point-group symmetry Cs, it must have coor-
dination number a multiple of s.

This follows directly from the definition of a point-
group symmetry Cs; under rotation of 2πk/s radians
about a vertex, k ∈ 1, 2, . . . s− 1, each edge adjacent to
that vertex must map onto another edge adjacent to that
vertex.

RG3 For root-graph lattices with C2 point-group symme-
try only, the parity of number of vertices (edges) on
maximal Wyckoff positions is equal to the parity of
number of vertices (edges) per unit cell.

Notice that all vertices (edges) on nonmaximal Wyck-
off positions must always come in pairs to preserve C2

symmetry, see Figure S9(b). The number of vertices
(edges) per unit cell is given by the number of vertices
(edges) on maximal Wyckoff positions, plus the number
of vertices (edges) on non-maximal Wyckoff positions,
hence the claim must be true. As seen in Table S1, for
D = 4 (and for even D more generally) the number of
vertices (edges) per unit cell is always even; thus the num-
ber of vertices (edges) on maximal Wyckoff positions is
also always even.

RG4 For D ≤ 4 root-graph lattices with C2 point-group
symmetry only, if two faces that are C2 images of
each other share a single edge, then there is a C2

center located at the middle of the shared edge.

This lemma will be useful in proving RG6.
Consider two faces that are C2 images of each other and

share a single edge. First consider the case where these
faces are odd-sided. Then they cannot map onto each
other under translation because odd-sided faces are not
invariant under C2. Thus they can be defined to be in the
same unit cell. Now assume for the sake of contradiction
that their shared edge does not cross a maximal Wyckoff
position (left of Figure S9(c)). In this case, rotate the
pair about a maximal Wyckoff position—this will result
in four copies of the face per unit cell. As seen in Table
S1, there are no such D ≤ 4 root-graph lattices with
four faces of the same number of edges in the unit cell;
we have a contradiction, and their shared edge must go
through a maximal Wyckoff position.

Now consider the case where the two faces are instead
even-sided. They must each be centered about a maxi-
mal Wyckoff position according to property RG1 of our
root-graph lattices (see right of Figure S9(c)). From Ta-
ble S1, we also know they cannot sit in the same unit cell
because they are even-sided and both have the same num-
ber of sides; hence they sit in adjacent unit cells. Then
the midpoint of their centers is also a maximal Wyckoff
position, which is necessarily on the shared edge.

RG5 In a C2-symmetric D ≤ 4 root-graph lattice, if two
even-sided faces that are C2 images of each other
share a vertex (but not an edge), then the vertex is
on a C2 center.

This is a corollary to RG4 and will also be useful in
proving RG6.

The even-sided faces must each be centered about a
maximal Wyckoff position (property RG1), and cannot
sit in the same unit cell (Table S1). Thus they must sit
in adjacent unit cells, and the midpoint of their centers is
also a maximal Wyckoff position, which is on the shared
vertex, see Figure S9(d).
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RG6 For D ≤ 4 root-graph lattices with C2 point-group
symmetry only, there are always edges on at least
two maximal Wyckoff positions.

First consider root-graph lattices with odd coordina-
tion number. Then from RG2, we know that none of the
vertices can sit on a maximal Wyckoff position. Simi-
larly, from RG1 we know that only even-sided faces will
be centered on a maximal Wyckoff position. Then, be-
cause there are a total of four maximal Wyckoff positions
for C2-symmetric lattices, and these D ≤ 4 root-graph
lattices can have at most two even-sided faces per unit
cell (Table S1), there must be edges sitting on at least
two maximal Wyckoff positions.

If instead we have a root-graph lattice with even coor-
dination number, from Table S1 we find only a handful of
possible solutions: (1) D = 3, (n, d) = (3, 4), with faces
of 6, 3, and 3 edges; (2) D = 4, (n, d) = (4, 4), with faces
of 5, 5, 3, and 3 edges; and (3) D = 4, (n, d) = (4, 4),
with faces of 6, 4, 3, and 3 edges.

First, we will show that lattice solution (2) must have
edges sitting on at least two maximal Wyckoff positions.
If each edge of the two triangle faces is shared with an
edge of a pentagon face, notice in Figure S9(e)(ii) that
there will be a total of four unpaired edges among the
pentagons. Thus, they must share at least two edges;
from RG4, we conclude that lattices from solution (2)
have edges on at least two maximal Wyckoff positions.

Second, we consider lattice solution (1) and proceed in
a similar manner. If each edge of the two triangle faces
is shared with an edge of the hexagon face, as shown in
Figure S9(e)(i) we create the kagome lattice, exhibiting
C6 symmetry. If another lattice geometry exists for this
solution, the two triangle faces must then share at least
one edge. Then if they share one edge, then there will
be two unpaired edges for the hexagon, and the hexagon
must also share an edge with its translated copy in a
neighboring unit cell (see Figure S9(e)(i)); notice that
this lattice has C2 point-group symmetry only, and not
C6. Hence, the root-graph lattice from solution (1) with
only C2 symmetry also has edges on at least two of its
maximal Wyckoff positions.

Third, for lattice solution (3) we consider the hexagon
face and try to place the square face and two triangle
faces around it to construct the lattice unit cell. We as-
sume for the sake of contradiction that there exists a con-
struction where there are edges on fewer than two maxi-
mal Wyckoff positions. In this lattice solution, there are
only n = 4 vertices per unit cell; as a result, two pairs of
vertices at the boundary of the hexagon must be copies of
each other, translated by a lattice vector. In other words,
these vertices must each be at the boundary of two copies
of the hexagon face. At the same time, the hexagon face
cannot share an edge with its translated copy. If it does,
then this edge will lay on a maximal Wyckoff position (by
RG4); then by RG3, there must be at least two edges on
maximal Wyckoff positions, violating the conditions of
our assumption. Therefore, the two vertices that are ad-
jacent to two copies of the hexagon face are on maximal

v0 v0

line-graph-lattice maximal Wyckoff position
(a) vertex (v0) (b) complete

subgraph
(c) face

face, n1 sides, n1 odd face, n2 sides, n2 even complete subgraph of d vertices

FIG. S10. Determination of real-space invariants (RSIs) for
C2-symmetric line-graph lattices as stated in RSI1, deter-
mined by constructing C2 eigenstates from flat-band energy
eigenstates and computing the number of (+1)-eigenvalue
eigenstates relative to the number of (−1)-eigenvalue eigen-
states. Blue (yellow) circles denote positive (negative) relative
wavefunction amplitude, and larger circles have twice the am-
plitude of the smaller circles. Even cycles corresponding to
the CLSes are highlighted in red. We find that the RSI values
depend on whether the maximal Wyckoff position is (a) occu-
pied by a vertex, (b) at the center of a complete subgraph, or
(c) at the center of a face of the corresponding line-graph lat-
tice. Specific line-graph lattices and eigenfunctions are shown
here for concreteness, although the claims are general.

Wyckoff positions, as shown in S9(e)(iii). The other two
faces that these vertices are adjacent to must then be C2

images of each other and have the same number of sides.
However, this results in six copies of the face, all sharing
distinct edges with the hexagon. The square only has
four sides, so they cannot be squares; if they are trian-
gles, then all triangles only share edges with hexagons,
and the squares cannot be included in the unit cell. Thus
we find the assumption must be false; there must be edges
on two of the maximal Wyckoff positions.

RG7 The C3- and C6-symmetric root-graph lattices have
maximal Wyckoff positions as tabulated in Table 1,
and RSIs as stated in the main text.

We show them directly in Figure S8.

In this Appendix thus far, we have established several
relationships for root-graph lattices between their geo-
metric properties and graph elements at high-symmetry
points. From Appendix A, we know how these root-graph
graph elements relate to the graph elements of the cor-
responding line graphs (properties LG3 and LG4). We
now show the relationship between the line-graph graph
elements at high-symmetry points of the line-graph lat-
tice and the RSIs of those points, for lattices with C2

symmetry.

RSI1 For a line-graph lattice with C2 point-group sym-
metry only, the RSI δ2w,1 ≡ m2

w,1 − m2
w,0 is equal

to −1 for maximal Wyckoff positions w occupied
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by a vertex, +1 for those at the center of complete
subgraph, and 0 for those at the center of a face.

Given a maximal Wyckoff position, we need only look
at C2 eigenfunctions locally around that position in the
line-graph lattice. These positions can be occupied by
vertices, complete subgraphs, or faces, because each of
these graph elements results directly from an edge, ver-
tex, or face of the root-graph lattice per the line graph
construction (as stated in properties LG3 and LG4).

First, consider maximal Wyckoff positions of line-graph
lattices that are occupied by a vertex v0, see Figure
S10(a). Two faces created from faces in the root graph,
which share the edge in the root graph that v0 originated
from, will share v0. This vertex v0 will also be shared by
two complete subgraphs (colored in dark grey), which are
created from the vertices in the root graph that are at ei-
ther end of the edge that v0 originated from. If the faces
are odd-sided (colored in green, see left of Figure S10(a)),
we can define a flat-band C2 eigenstate |φ〉 as a cycle
CLS from the even cycle around the two faces (Appendix
B). This eigenstate has C2 eigenvalue +1 with respect to
the maximal Wyckoff position under consideration; no-
tice that this is because the even cycle (highlighted in
red) will always have vertices given by all vertices at the
boundary of the odd-sided faces, minus the shared vertex
on the maximal Wyckoff position, as drawn in the bot-
tom left of Figure S10(a). Then there must be an even
number of vertices where |φ〉 has nonzero amplitude at
the boundary of each odd-sided face; because the ampli-
tudes are real-valued and alternate in sign, |φ〉 will then
have +1 as its C2 eigenvalue.

If the two faces sharing v0 are instead even-sided (see
right of Figure S10(a), colored in orange), then each
of the even-sided faces can be used to define a cycle
CLS |φ′〉. Because these are not C2 eigenstates individ-
ually, under the construction given by Equation 2 of the
main text they create C2 eigenstates |φ′k=0〉 and |φ′k=1〉
of eigenvalues +1 and −1, respectively, and do not con-
tribute to the RSI. Consequently we consider two other
faces that are odd-sided and C2 images of one another
(colored in green); these must exist as seen in Table S1.
Then we can define a flat-band C2 eigenstate |φ〉 as a
chain CLS from the two odd-sided faces, as in the right
of Figure S10(a). Here, too, |φ〉 has C2 eigenvalue +1
with respect to the maximal Wyckoff position C2 center,
resulting from the fact that the eigenfunction must have
non-zero amplitude on the vertex located on the maximal
Wyckoff position (see bottom right, Figure S10(a)).

For other C2 eigenstates at this maximal Wyckoff posi-
tion, we find an equal number of them with eigenvalue +1
and eigenvalue −1. In particular, CLSes originating from
even-sided faces or pairs of odd-sided faces not centered
about the maximal Wyckoff position must be combined
with their C2 image to make a C2 eigenfunction. As a
result, these eigenfunctions do not contribute to the RSI.
Any remaining C2 eigenstates can be written as linear
combinations of these eigenstates and |φ〉.

With a similar argument, we next consider the maxi-
mal Wyckoff positions occupied by a complete subgraph
(colored in dark grey), see Figure S10(b). In the line
graph, there must be (at least) two odd-sided faces (col-
ored in green) created from faces in the root-graph lattice
that are C2 images of one another and share vertices with
the complete subgraph. Then we can define a flat-band
C2 eigenstate |φ〉 as in Figure S10(b). This eigenstate
will have C2 eigenvalue −1, because as shown in the bot-
tom half of Figure S10(b), now the vertices of the even
cycle (highlighted in red) will be given by all vertices at
the boundary of both odd sided faces. Hence, there are
an odd number of vertices at the boundary of each odd-
sided face where |φ〉 has nonzero amplitude; because the
amplitudes are real-valued and alternate in sign, |φ〉 will
then have −1 as its C2 eigenvalue. As before, all other
+1- and −1-eigenvalued C2 eigenfunctions will be equal
in number and will not contribute to the RSI value.

Third, we consider the maximal Wyckoff positions oc-
cupied by a face (created from a face in the root graph).
This face must be even-sided (RG1), and can be used to
define a cycle CLS |φα〉, as shown in Figure S10(c), left.
In this example, |φα〉 has C2 eigenvalue +1; more gen-
erally the eigenvalue will be equal to +1 if the number
of vertices at the boundary of the face is divisible by 4,
otherwise −1. This can be seen by considering half of
the boundary (Figure S10(c), bottom left); if there are
an even number of vertices in this half (i.e. the total
number of vertices is divisible by 4), then as the wave-
function alternates in amplitude on these vertices, it will
have the same amplitude upon reaching the second half
of the boundary. Otherwise, it will have opposite ampli-
tude, for C2 eigenvalue −1.

In this case, there exists a second flat-band C2 eigen-
function that also contributes to the RSI. More specifi-
cally, there must be (at least) two odd-sided faces that
are C2 images of each other (Table S1) and share vertices
with the even-sided face sitting on the maximal Wyckoff
position; a cycle CLS |φβ〉 can be constructed from the
even cycle encircling these three faces. As seen in Figure
S10(c), right, |φβ〉 has C2 eigenvalue −1. More generally,
the vertices of the even cycle where |φβ〉 has nonzero am-
plitude are given by all vertices at the boundary of the
even-sided face and both odd-sided faces, minus the two
shared vertices between each of the odd-sided faces and
the even-sided face. As a result, when we again consider
half of the boundary, as in the bottom right of Figure
S10(c), we find an additional number of vertices given
by two less than the number of vertices at the boundary
of the odd-sided face. This additional number is thus al-
ways odd; therefore, the C2 eigenvalue of |φβ〉 will always
be opposite that of |φα〉. Here, too, other C2 eigenstates
will not contribute to the RSI.

As a result, if the line-graph lattice has a vertex on
a maximal Wyckoff position, there will be one more
(+1)-eigenvalued flat-band C2 eigenfunction than (−1)-
eigenvalued, and the RSI δ2w,1 = −1. If the lattice in-
stead has a complete subgraph on the maximal Wyck-
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off position, there will be one more (−1)-eigenvalued
flat-band C2 eigenfunction than (+1)-eigenvalued, and
δ2w,1 = +1. If the lattice instead has a face on the max-
imal Wyckoff position, there will be an equal number of
(+1)- and (−1)-eigenvalued flat-band C2 eigenfunctions,
hence δ2w,1 = 0.

Once the RSI values have been determined, represen-
tations can be determined via Equation 3 of the main
text. For our D = 2 line-graph lattices with gapped
flat bands, we only find two lattices: Example 1 of the
main text (with C6 symmetry), and the line graph of
the nonagon-triangle lattice (with C3 symmetry), which
is presented and analyzed in full in Appendix F. In the
first column of Tables S2 and S3, we tabulate the possible
flat-band representations for our D = 3 and D = 4 line-
graph lattices that exhibit C2 symmetry. Notice that all
of these possible representations are sums of EBRs.

Appendix D: Perturbations to split the degeneracy
of D ≥ 3 line-graph-lattice flat bands

Here we prescribe how to split the degeneracy of the
(D = 3)- and (D = 4)-fold degenerate flat bands at
energy −2 to result in two-fold-degenerate gapped flat
bands at −2. We consider perturbations [6] consisting of
on-site energies or additional hoppings that preserve the
original rotational and translational symmetries of the
line-graph lattice.

By considering only symmetry-preserving perturba-
tions, we place constraints on the minimum number of
on-site energies or additional hoppings required. More
specifically, a single on-site energy (per unit cell) will be
symmetry-preserving only if the vertex sits on a maximal
Wyckoff position with the same point-group symmetry as
the lattice. While we find C2-symmetric line-graph lat-
tices where such vertices exist, e.g. Example 2, these ver-
tices do not exist in the C3 and C6 lattices we consider,
see Figure S8. In these lattices, we require a minimum of
three or six on-site energies to preserve the lattice sym-
metry.

Similarly, because edges are invariant under C2 about
their centers, to preserve the lattice symmetry Cs, new
hopping perturbations must be added in groups of size
equal to half of the least common multiple of 2 and s.
More explicitly, a single new hopping (per unit cell) can
only be added to lattices with C2 symmetry; the same is
true for pairs of new hoppings. Furthermore, single new
hoppings must pass through the center of a face that sits
on a maximal Wyckoff position, and hopping pairs must
be C2 images of one another. For lattices with C3 and
C6 symmetry, a minimum number of three new hoppings
is required.

For any given lattice and perturbation, the pertur-
bation’s effect on the flat bands can of course be com-
puted directly through examining the band structure
or computing the rank of the momentum-space matrix
H(k) + 2I +H ′(k) for momentum k, where H(k) is the

matrix Hamiltonian, I is the identity matrix of the same
size (and shifts the flat bands to zero energy), and H ′(k)
is the perturbation matrix. In the matrix rank approach,
the flat-band band degeneracy is equal to the nullity (di-
mension minus rank) ofH(k)+2I+H ′(k). In general, the
more non-zero elements there are in H ′(k), the smaller
the nullity of H(k) + 2I +H ′(k). This suggests that in
general, the addition of too many perturbations leads to
fewer than two flat bands at −2. Indeed, for our line-
graph lattices exhibiting C3 and C6 symmetry, we do not
find any symmetry-preserving perturbations which split
the bands successfully and note that an increased num-
ber of perturbations is required to maintain these symme-
tries. We therefore discuss lattices with these symmetries
separately at the end of this appendix.

Thus we focus on line-graph lattices with only C2 sym-
metry. We determine the consequences of various per-
turbations on the real-space flat-band eigenstates: cycle
CLSes, chain CLSes, and extended states. Because the
number of such linearly independent states is directly re-
lated to the number of flat bands [2, 5], we can then
draw connections between features of the perturbations
and resulting band splitting.

In particular, recall from Appendix B that the flat-
band eigenstates require compact support: sites where
the wavefunction is zero-valued will remain zero-valued
upon applying the Hamiltonian, due to complete destruc-
tive interference of wavefunction amplitudes after hop-
ping. Recall also that there is a subset of D real-space
flat-band eigenstates per unit cell that are linearly in-
dependent and can be used to define a complete basis
for the D-fold-degenerate flat-band states in the unper-
turbed line-graph lattice. Upon perturbation, we will
show that some of these eigenstates will have a modified
energy or lose compact support while other wavefunc-
tions will maintain their compact support. By counting
the maximum number of linearly independent flat-band
states possible for the perturbed lattice, we determine
the change in the flat-band band degeneracy and whether
the remaining flat bands (if they exist) are gapped [2, 5].
In particular, a perturbation that results in two-fold-
degenerate gapped flat bands at the flat-band energy −2,
must result in a lattice that provides compact support to
exactly two flat-band eigenstates per unit cell that are
all linearly independent.

1. On-site energy perturbations for C2-symmetric
lattices

We have noted in the main text that on-site energy per-
turbations cannot change the topology of the split bands
relative to the original topology of the bands prior to
perturbation. However, it can be instructive to see how
on-site energy perturbations can be used to split the band
degeneracy. An example is depicted in Figure S11, where
D = 3.

In this example, pre-perturbation we can construct
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FIG. S11. The line graph of the dodecagon-triangle-triangle
lattice with on-site energy perturbations. (a) Before pertur-
bation. (b) An on-site energy perturbation (green circles)
that unsuccessfully splits the bands. (c) An on-site energy
perturbation (green circles) that successfully splits the bands.
In each subfigure, (i) shows the lattice (in (a), a single unit
cell is outlined in grey); (ii) shows cycle and chain CLS energy
eigenstates, each highlighted with red lines, that are used in
constructing the basis; (iii) shows whether the CLSes cover
the torus; and (iv) shows extended states that are linearly
independent with the set of CLSes (plus translated copies)
shown in (ii). Blue (yellow) circles denote positive (negative)
relative wavefunction amplitude, and larger circles have twice
the amplitude of the smaller circles. In (v), we show the band
spectrum. Flat bands are in blue, and flat bands that have
been perturbed to become dispersive are in green.

the flat-band basis via the procedure described in Ap-
pendix B and Figure S7. This construction begins with
two cycle CLSes and one chain CLS per unit cell (Fig-
ure S11(a)(ii)). This results in two complete coverings
of the torus ((a)(iii)), removing two CLSes from our set
(from property FB1); at the same time, we have two ex-
tended states (Figure S11(a)(iv)) that are linearly inde-
pendent from our set. In total, we find 3 real-space flat-
band eigenstates per unit cell that are linearly indepen-
dent, consistent with having 3-fold-degenerate gapped
flat bands as shown in blue in Figure S11(a)(v).

Now in Figure S11(b) we introduce an on-site energy.
This modifies the energy of any CLSes—namely, the
chain CLS of a(ii)—that have nonzero amplitude on the
vertex with on-site energy. However, the two cycle CLSes
per unit cell of (a)(ii) remain unaffected, and can be used
as a starting point in constructing the flat-band basis.
Because they cover the torus ((b)(iii), FB1), one of these

cycle CLSes is linearly dependent with the others and
must be removed from the set as before, for a running
total of 2M − 1 flat-band states given a lattice with M
unit cells. We additionally find two extended states that
will be linearly independent with the set, for a total of
2M + 1 flat-band states. Because 2M states fit in two
flat bands, our total number of flat-band states indicates
that the perturbed spectrum contains two flat bands (at
energy −2) with a band touch to a third, dispersive band.
Indeed, in Figure S11(b) we see two flat bands at energy
−2, touching a dispersive band at the Y point.

By contrast, in Figure S11(c) the on-site-energy per-
turbation yields gapped doubly degenerate flat bands
((c)(v)). Here, the cycle CLS (in each unit cell) that en-
closes the dodecagon will have nonzero amplitude on the
vertices with on-site energy, so its energy will be shifted
away from −2. The set of linearly independent flat-band
states then consists of one cycle CLS per unit cell |ψ1〉
and one chain CLS |ψ2〉 per unit cell, as drawn in Figure
S11(c)(ii). Because the dodecagon face is not enclosed
by any of the CLSes in our set, there is no complete
covering of the torus ((c)(iv)). There are also no lin-
early independent extended states; those that encircle
the torus in the horizontal (a1) direction are given by∑N1

i (T1)
i(±|ψ1〉− |ψ2〉), while none encircle the torus in

the vertical direction and have zero amplitude on the ver-
tices with on-site energy. With a total of 2M flat-band
states, we find the perturbed band spectrum contains two
flat bands, gapped from the rest of the spectrum.

Among all D = 3, C2-symmetric line-graph lattices,
the one shown in Figure S11 is the only one we found
containing vertices that are adjacent to two copies of the
even-sided face inherited from the root graph. We con-
jecture there are no others. For all other D = 3 lat-
tices with C2 symmetry, we conjecture that there is no
symmetry-preserving on-site perturbation that can split
the bands into two-fold-degenerate gapped flat bands and
a dispersive band, because the flat-band basis construc-
tion will proceed similarly to that of Figure S11(b). We
additionally conjecture that for lattices with D = 4 (and
C2 symmetry), one must apply on-site energies to two or
more vertices, and that such a perturbation always ex-
ists. More specifically, for 4o lattices, the perturbation
can be placed on two vertices that sit on maximal Wyck-
off positions and are adjacent to the same odd-sided face;
for 2e2o lattices, the perturbation can be placed on the
two vertices adjacent to both even-sided faces. Because
these split bands will admit Wannier representations, we
find it beyond the motivation of this work to prove these
results here.

2. Hopping perturbations for C2-symmetric lattices

We begin by noting that we cannot introduce hopping
between one vertex in a unit cell and its translated coun-
terparts in neighboring unit cells. If we do, then the
perturbation Hamiltonian H ′(k) will consist of a cos(k)
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term on its diagonal, and there will be a quasimomen-
tum k0 for which this perturbation vanishes, yielding a
band touching at k0. Similarly, if we introduce a hopping
between two vertices vL(x),1 and vL(X),2 within one unit
cell, we cannot also introduce a hopping between vL(X),1

and T1vL(X),2, where T1 is translation by one of the lat-
tice vectors. Otherwise, the corresponding perturbation
Hamiltonian consists of a cos(k) term on its off-diagonal,
and there will be a quasimomentum k0 for which this
perturbation vanishes, yielding a band touching at k0.

Even so, we find a class of hopping perturbations that
splits the band degeneracy for D = 4 line-graph lattices
with C2 symmetry, and present arguments for why no
such perturbations seem to exist for D = 3 line-graph
lattices. As a reminder, we consider only hopping per-
turbations that preserve the lattice symmetry.

a. Degeneracy D = 4

Now we present hopping perturbations that split the
bands for D = 4. These perturbations will be specific
to each of the two families (2e2o, where the root-graph
lattice unit cell has two even-sided and two odd-sided
faces, and 4o, where the root-graph lattice unit cell has
four odd-sided faces) but otherwise general across all line-
graph lattices within the family.

2e2o line-graph lattices: For 2e2o line-graph lat-
tices, we find a hopping perturbation that splits the
bands into two gapped flat bands at energy −2 and two
dispersive bands. Its construction is shown schemati-
cally in Figure S12(a) for the line graph of the heptagon-
heptagon-hexagon-square lattice and constructed as fol-
lows:

1. Identify the two even-sided faces per unit cell,
shaded in light and dark gray in Figure S12(a).

2. These two faces will have two vertices (v1 and v2)
that are at the boundaries of both faces, see the
middle image of Figure S12(a).

3. Add a hopping between these two vertices, which
will cross through one of the even-sided faces. Note
that there are two possible such hoppings, e.g. be-
tween v1 and v2, or between T1v1 and v2. In Figure
S12(a), the hopping is drawn as a green edge be-
tween v1 and v2.

These two vertices always exist; by considering the
root-graph lattice, this claim is equivalent to the claim
that there are two edges that are at both boundaries
of the two even-sided faces. From Table S1, given that
D = 4, we have (d, n) = (3, 8) or (4, 4). Because the
even-sided faces must sit on maximal Wyckoff positions
(RG1), there must be an even number of edges that are
at both boundaries of the two even-sided faces. Then
we assume for the sake of contradiction that there are
no edges at the boundaries of both even-sided faces, and
consider each (d, n) pair.
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∑N1
i (−T1)i (|ψ1〉 + ψ2〉)

FIG. S12. Constructing hopping perturbations for D = 4
line-graph lattices in the 2e2o family, to split the fourfold-
degenerate gapped flat band at energy −2 and create two-
fold-degenerate gapped flat bands at the same energy. (a)
The steps (see text) of the 2e2o hopping perturbation con-
struction for the heptagon-heptagon-hexagon-square kagome
line-graph lattice, which is in the 2e2o family. Perturbations
are in green. (b) Schematic sketches as visual aids to the
proof that our constructed 2e2o hopping perturbation always
exists. (i) Sketches for root-graph lattices with (d, n) = (3, 8),
with the specific example of two heptagon faces, one hexagon
face, and one square face per unit cell. Red edges highlight
the mismatch in number of edges around the even faces and
odd faces in the argument presented in the text. (ii) Sketch
for root-graph lattices with (d, n) = (4, 4), with the specific
example of one hexagon face, one square face, and two triangle
faces per unit cell. (c)(i) Example flat-band basis after per-
turbation, comprised of two CLSes per unit cell. Flat-band
wavefunctions are shown as blue and yellow circles denoting
real-valued relative wavefunction amplitudes of positive and
negative sign, respectively. An example eigenstate basis for
this lattice before perturbation is in Figure S7. (ii) Linear
combination of cycle CLSes from even-sided faces which re-
mains a flat-band eigenstate of the lattice post-perturbation,
even though individual cycle CLSes do not. This eigenfunc-
tion is linearly dependent with the states (plus translation)
in (i). (d) Band spectrum of the perturbed lattice, where
blue lines denote flat bands while green lines denote dispersive
bands that were flat and at energy −2 prior to perturbation.

If the root graph has (d, n) = (3, 8), then the smallest
even-sided faces possible are of 4 and 6 sides. If these
faces do not share edges, they also cannot share vertices
because of the graph is only of degree d = 3. Further-
more, because d = 3, the square cannot share edges with
translated copies of itself, otherwise it cannot be part of
the unit cell with the other faces (see Figure S12(b)(i),
left). Similarly, the hexagon can share at most one edge
with a translated copy of itself, in which case this edge
must sit on a maximal Wyckoff position. We first assume
that this is the case. The other two faces of this lattice
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have 7 sides each; they must share an edge to occupy the
last maximal Wyckoff position (RG6). As seen in Fig-
ure S12(b)(i), right, this leaves 13 edges at the bound-
aries of the two heptagon faces, and a total of 8 edges
at the boundary of the square and hexagon faces. These
numbers of edges are unequal, hence there is no way to
match them up so that each of them lies at the bound-
ary of one even-sided face and one odd-sided face; thus,
the heptagons must share at least one additional edge.
This additional edge must sit on a maximal Wyckoff po-
sition (RG4), yet all four maximal Wyckoff positions are
already occupied. Therefore, the hexagon cannot share
an edge with a translated copy of itself. In this case, how-
ever, we require a total of 6 + 4 = 10 (unique) vertices
per unit cell, but there are only n = 8 available. There-
fore, the assumption is false and the square and hexagon
must share at least two edges between them (that is, each
square shares an edge with a hexagon, as well as an edge
with a translated copy of the hexagon).

For the other (d, n) = (3, 8) root graphs, similar ar-
guments can be applied. In particular, even if there are
shared edges between the boundaries of two copies of the
same even-sided face, the number of unique vertices re-
quired exceeds n = 8. Thus, for these lattices, there
must be shared edges at the boundaries of both even-
sided faces.

If instead the root graph has (d, n) = (4, 4), from Table
S1 we see that it must have faces of 3, 3, 4, and 6 sides.
From the proof of RG6, we know that the hexagon must
share at least one side with a translated copy of itself.
Then if we place the triangles to avoid having shared
edges between the boundaries of the hexagon and square
(see Figure S12(b)(ii), right), we find that the triangles
share an edge with each other and the remaining four
edges with the hexagon, leaving nowhere for the square
in the unit cell. Therefore, the assumption must be false
and there must be a shared edge between the boundaries
of the hexagon and square.

Now we show that our constructed hopping perturba-
tion for 2e2o line-graph lattices splits the band degener-
acy and yields two gapped flat bands at energy −2 by
counting the maximum number of linearly independent
flat-band eigenstates. In Figure S12(c)(i) we show the
basis construction (one state per unit cell is shown) for
our example 2e2o lattice after perturbation; recall that
in Figure S7(a) we have constructed a complete basis
when there is no perturbation. First, notice that the
single hopping perturbation removes the compact sup-
port on both vertices involved in the perturbation, such
that the eigenbasis spanning the post-perturbation sub-
space of energy −2 states cannot have any amplitude
on these vertices. As a result, the two cycle CLSes for
the even-sided faces in the unperturbed lattice (e.g. |ψ1〉
and |ψ2〉 of Figure S7(a)(i)) are not flat-band eigenstates
in the perturbed lattice. Similarly, the extended states
with nonzero amplitude on the perturbed vertices will
no longer be flat-band eigenstates of the perturbed lat-
tice (in Figure S7(a)(iv), we can see that these include

v0 v0
v1

v2
v0

v1
v2

(a) step 1 step 2 step 3

(b)(i) (ii)

(c)(i)

(ii)

(iii)

T1F1F1
v1

T1v1

v0 v2

T1v0T1v2
w

FIG. S13. Constructing hopping perturbations forD = 4 line-
graph lattices in the 4o family, to split the fourfold-degenerate
gapped flat band at energy −2 and create two-fold-degenerate
gapped flat bands at the same energy. (a) The steps of the
4o hopping perturbation construction for Example 2 of the
main text, which is in the 4o family. Perturbations are in
green. (b)(i) A compound chain CLS, whose construction is
described in the main text, used to define the new flat-band
basis. The wavefunction is shown as blue and yellow circles
denoting real-valued relative wavefunction amplitudes of posi-
tive and negative sign, respectively. Large circles reflect twice
the amplitude of smaller circles. (ii) A second compound
chain CLS used to define the new flat-band basis. (c)(i) Sum
of two compound chain CLSes to demonstrate how many of
them can be added together to realize a superposition of two
extended states. (ii) Two unit cells enclosed by rectangles,
showing the two possible extended states. (iii) Two CLSes
of the unperturbed lattice, which lose compact support upon
perturbation, are not flat-band eigenstates of the perturbed
lattice, and (with translations) span a subspace corresponding
to two states per lattice site. The band spectrum for Exam-
ple 2 post-perturbation can be found in Figure 3 of the main
text.

all extended states along the a2 direction of the lattice).
However, the compact support is maintained for the two
CLSes from the two odd-sided faces (e.g. |ψ3〉 and |ψ4〉 of
Figure S7(a)(ii)), and they remain flat-band eigenstates
of the perturbed lattice.

The only linear combinations of the two even-sided-
face cycle CLSes that maintain compact support are
ones which have zero amplitude on the perturbed ver-
tices. Thus they are given by

∑N1

i (−T1)i(|ψ1〉 + |ψ2〉),
which can be written as pairs of extended states at the
(extended) boundaries between the even-sided faces and
odd-sided faces (see Figure S12(c)(ii)). Each of the ex-
tended states in this pair are linearly dependent with
the CLSes created from the odd-sided faces (as seen in
Figure S7(a)(iv)), so these states are already contained
in our basis. In fact, there are no additional extended
states that are linearly independent from the two cycle
CLSes per unit cell, leaving 2 flat-band eigenstates per
unit cell and reflecting the two-fold degenerate gapped
flat bands seen in the band spectrum (Figure S12(d)).
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4o line-graph lattices: The procedure for finding
our hopping perturbation for 4o lattices is depicted in
Figure S13(a). We will add two new hoppings that will
be C2 images of one another.

1. Begin with a vertex (v0) that is on a maximal
Wyckoff position. We have previously shown that
at least two of the four maximal Wyckoff positions
are occupied by vertices, so these vertices must ex-
ist. This vertex will be at the boundary of two
odd-sided faces which are C2 images of each other.
In Figure S13(a), we pick v0 to be the vertex at the
boundary of both pentagon faces, shaded in light
gray.

2. Identify two odd-sided faces that are C2 images of
each other, have a different number of sides from
the faces in step 1, and each share a vertex (v1
and v2 = C2v1) with one of faces in step 1. These
shared vertices will be part of the hopping pertur-
bation, and must exist because the two odd-sided
faces of one size must somewhere be adjacent to
the two odd-sided faces of the other size, to create
a connected lattice. In Figure S13(a), these are the
heptagon faces shaded in dark gray.

3. Add new hoppings between vertices v0 and v1, as
well as between v0 and v2. In Figure S13(a), these
are drawn as green edges.

After this perturbation, we find the CLS basis states
to be highly nonintuitive. We will refer to them as “com-
pound chain CLSes”, as they consist of two chain-CLS-
like states providing compact support for one another
through the hopping perturbations, see Figure S13(b)(i)
for an example. To create these states, we begin by iden-
tifying one of the odd-sided faces from step 2 of our per-
turbation construction; note that this face is not adja-
cent to the central perturbation vertex v0. In Figure
S13(b)(i), this is a heptagon face F1. Then, we form
a chain-CLS-like state that connects that face F1 with
an identical face translated by a single lattice vector,
T1F1. At the boundary of F1 will be one of the perturba-
tion vertices v1 or v2 identified in step 2 of the hopping
construction; by forming a chain-CLS-like state with its
translated copy, it will have nonzero amplitude on two
copies of this perturbation vertex (v1 and T1v1 or v2 and
T1v2), which are separated by the lattice translation vec-
tor a1. In Figure S13(b)(i), we have nonzero amplitude
on the vertices v1 and T1v1. Correspondingly, there are
two hopping perturbation pairs associated with the two
copies of this perturbation vertex: the first hopping pair
consists of hopping between v0 and v1, and between v0
and v2, while the second consists of hopping between
T1v0 and T1v1, and between T1v0 and T1v2. We next
add the C2 image of this chain-CLS-like state, inverting
about the maximal Wyckoff position w between the two
central perturbation vertices v0 and T1v0. This provides
a chain-CLS-like state with opposite amplitude on v2 and
T1v2, providing compact support. By selecting the other

lattice vector a2 when forming the compound chain CLS,
a second flat-band eigenstate (per unit cell) can be gener-
ated, see for example the compound chain CLS in Figure
S13(b)(ii).

Each of these two compound chain CLSes can be added
to copies of itself to cover the torus and completely an-
nihilate (analogous to property FB1); thus there are
two linear dependencies. Among both compound chain
CLSes, we then create 2M−2 flat-band states for a lattice
withM unit cells. More specifically, if a compound chain
CLS |ψ〉 is added to copies of itself, for all translations
by the same lattice vector used in its construction (say,
T1), the result

∑N1

i (T1)
i|ψ〉 is an equal superposition of a

pair of extended states that wrap around the same torus
direction. The sum of the first two terms in this summa-
tion is shown in the left of Figure S13(c)(i) as an example.
Copies of this extended-state superposition can then be
translated by the other lattice vector T2 and combined
to yield the zero function. At the same time, taking just
one of the extended states in this extended-state super-
position, this state is linearly independent from the com-
pound chain CLSes. Similarly, there is a second linearly
independent extended state associated with the other
compound cycle CLS. From inspecting the unit cell with
the hopping perturbation (see Figure S13(c)(ii)), there
are no other extended states with compact support; all
other extended states have nonzero amplitude on one of
the perturbation vertices v0, v1, or v2. Hence we find a
total of 2M states.

Finally, we must confirm that there is a subspace of
dimension 2M whose states were eigenstates of the flat
band pre-perturbation, but lose compact support upon
perturbation and therefore cannot continue to be energy
−2 flat-band eigenstates. For example, in Example 2
of the main text with our constructed hopping pertur-
bation, consider a cycle and a chain CLS that are both
C2 eigenstates about the central perturbation vertex v0,
shown in Figure S13(c)(iii). The cycle CLS has equal
amplitude on the two peripheral perturbation vertices
v1 and v2, and is therefore linearly independent from the
compound chain CLSes, which both have opposite ampli-
tude on these vertices. The chain CLS has nonzero ampli-
tude on the central perturbation vertex v0, and is there-
fore also linearly independent from the compound chain
CLSes, which both have zero amplitude on this vertex.
The cycle and chain CLS are also linearly independent
from our two extended states in the post-perturbation
basis, as these both have zero amplitude on all perturba-
tion vertices. Therefore, the chain and cycle CLS span a
subspace of dimension equal to their number: 2M , from
one chain and one cycle CLS per unit cell.

More generally for the 4o lattices, we always have a
cycle and a chain CLS that are (1) both flat-band eigen-
states of the unperturbed lattice but not flat-band eigen-
states of the perturbed lattice, (2) C2 eigenstates about
central perturbation vertex v0, and (3) linearly indepen-
dent from the perturbed flat-band basis. The cycle CLS
encircles the two odd-sided faces in step 1 of the hopping
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construction (e.g. the two pentagons in light gray of Fig-
ure S13(a)). The chain CLS encircles two odd-sided faces
that are C2 images of each other and share at least one
vertex with the faces in step 1, but are not the faces iden-
tified in step 2 of the construction (e.g. the two unshaded
heptagons above and below the shaded pentagons of Fig-
ure S13(a)). As in the specific example of Figure S13(c),
these two CLSes for any 4o lattice will be linearly de-
pendent from the compound chain CLSes and extended
states, and span a subspace of dimension 2M .

Both of these CLSes lose compact support upon per-
turbation. Furthermore, because the cycle CLS has equal
amplitude on the two peripheral perturbation vertices v1
and v2 (and C2 eigenvalue +1 for inversion about the cen-
tral perturbation vertex v0), it cannot be combined with
translated copies of itself or the chain CLS to create a
state that remains an energy −2 eigenstate (which must
have zero or opposite amplitude on v1 and v2 to main-
tain compact support). Because the chain CLS has zero
amplitude on v1 and v2 and nonzero amplitude on v0, it
also cannot be combined with translated copies of itself
or the cycle CLS to create a state that remains an en-
ergy −2 eigenstate (which must have zero amplitude on
v0 to maintain compact support). Thus, we find a set of
states that span a subspace of dimension 2M and were
eigenstates of the flat band pre-perturbation, but lose
compact support upon perturbation and are not energy
−2 flat-band eigenstates of the perturbed lattice. The
energy −2 eigenspace is then spanned by exactly 2 states
per unit cell for these lattices after our specified hopping
perturbation, yielding doubly degenerate gapped bands.

We note that there exist other hopping perturbations
that can split the bands in both families of D = 4 line-
graph lattices, but as these seem to depend on the partic-
ular connectivities of the specific line-graph lattices, we
do not discuss them.

b. Degeneracy D = 3

Unfortunately, for D = 3 line-graph lattices we have
not found any hopping perturbations that will split their
bands as desired. Recall (Table S1) that every root-graph
unit cell for D = 3 consists of two odd-sided faces and
one even-sided face.

First we consider a single hopping perturbation; in this
case, the vertices involved in the hopping can no longer
provide compact support and there cannot be amplitude
on these vertices. Additionally, this perturbation must
extend across an even-sided face to preserve the C2 lat-
tice symmetry, i.e. be centered on a maximal Wyckoff
position that was at the center of a face before perturba-
tion, hence we consider perturbation vertices that are at
the boundary of this face as in Figure S14(a)(i). If the
vertices are also adjacent to the odd-sided faces, then
only one CLS remains supported: the one that encircles
the entire unit cell (see a(i)). As this covers the torus
(a(ii)), one cycle CLS is linearly dependent (FB1). As
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FIG. S14. Example hopping perturbations (green) to the line
graph of the dodecagon-triangle-triangle lattice with D = 3
and C2 symmetry. (a) A hopping perturbation that crosses
through the even-sided face and has hopping between two
vertices that are each at the boundary of the even-sided face
and one odd-sided face. (b) A hopping perturbation that
crosses through the even-sided face and has hopping between
vertices that are each at the boundary of two copies of the
even-sided face. (c) A pair of hopping perturbations with
a shared vertex that lies at the boundary of two even-sided
faces. In all subfigures, (i) shows CLSes, (ii) shows cycle-
CLS coverings of the torus (if any), and (iii) shows extended
states in our constructed complete basis. Blue (yellow) circles
denote positive (negative) relative wavefunction amplitude,
and large circles denote twice the wavefunction amplitude of
smaller circles. (iv) Resulting band spectra, with flat bands
in blue and flat bands that have been made dispersive through
perturbation in green. None of these perturbations create
doubly degenerate gapped flat bands.

two extended states are linearly independent with these
states (a(iii)), we find M + 1 states total for a lattice
with M unit cells, resulting a single flat band with a
band touching (a(iv)). Therefore, the vertices cannot be
adjacent to the odd-sided faces; the perturbation must
only use vertices that are adjacent to two copies of the
even-sided faces and are not separated by lattice trans-
lation vectors.

Of the D = 3 line graphs, we identify only the line
graph of the dodecagon-triangle-triangle lattice, shown
in Figures S11(a) and S14, to contain such vertices. The
resulting flat bands are indeed doubly degenerate (Fig-
ure S14(b)(iv)), but ungapped from a third band. This
can also be understood by counting eigenstates (shown
in (b)(i)-(iii)); we do not elaborate on the counting here
because this single case can be examined directly through
its band structure.

We can alternatively consider adding two hopping per-
turbations that share a vertex that sits on a maximal
Wyckoff position, as in the D = 4 4o hopping pertur-
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bation construction. If this shared vertex is adjacent to
the two odd-sided faces, as in v0 of Figure S14(c)(i), then
the two CLSes encircling these faces (triangles in Figure
S14(c)(i)) will no longer be supported and there cannot
be more than one CLS per unit cell. Instead consider the
case where this shared vertex is adjacent to two copies
of the even-sided faces, as in v′0 of Figure S14(c)(i). In
this case, a set of parallel boundaries (dotted red lines in
Figure S14(c)(i)) can be drawn that intersect only trans-
lated copies of this vertex v′0. These boundaries parti-
tion the lattice into a set of “stripes”. Because v′0 does
not have compact support, there cannot be any eigen-
function amplitude on v′0 or its translated copies. In Fig-
ure S14(c)(i), this restricts the flat-band eigenstates to
those encircling two triangle faces, such as the eigenstate
shown. Next, considering the two other vertices v1 and
v2 in the hopping perturbation, we find they must be
located in different stripes because they must be C2 im-
ages of each other for the perturbation to preserve C2

symmetry. Then any flat-band eigenfunction of the per-
turbed lattice with nonzero amplitude on v1 must have
equal and opposite amplitude on v2 to maintain compact
support. As a result, in our example the other wavefunc-
tion encircling two triangle faces must in fact consist of
the sum of its translations extending across all stripes, as
shown in Figure S14(c)(iii). With only one CLS per unit
cell, we have at most one flat band, plus band touching
to a dispersive band from the extended states (Figure
S14(c)(iv)). Thus when we add a pair of new hoppings
to D = 3 line-graph lattices, constructed in a similar
way to the D = 4 4o hopping perturbation construction,
we have at most one CLS per unit cell and at most one
flat band (with possible additional degeneracies from a
dispersive band).

We have explored other symmetry-preserving hopping
perturbations for D = 3 lattices with C2 symmetry
and found that none of them create two-fold-degenerate
gapped flat bands, but our search was not exhaustive. We
also do not have a proof that such a perturbation does
not exist. However, we note that as the number of ver-
tices involved in the perturbations added increases, the
number of vertices providing compact support decreases
and fewer CLSes are supported. Thus beyond one or
two hopping perturbations with at most three vertices
involved, it is unlikely that the bands can be split.

3. Line-graph lattices with C3 or C6 symmetry

We claim that we cannot split the bands for line-graph
lattices with C3 or C6 symmetry, using either on-site-
energy or hopping perturbations.

For lattices with C3 or C6 symmetry, recall from the
discussion at the beginning of this Appendix (D) that
a minimum of one on-site energy perturbation (per unit
cell) is possible if the line-graph lattice degree is a mul-
tiple of 3 or 6, respectively. However, for D = 3 and
D = 4 we do not have lattices of such degree (see Table
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FIG. S15. The line graphs of the (a) nonagon-triangle lat-
tice and the (b) kagome lattice with symmetry-preserving
on-site-energy perturbations (top row) or hopping perturba-
tions (bottom row), along with the resulting band spectra.
None of these perturbations yield two-fold-degenerate gapped
flat bands at energy −2. Notice also that because the line
graph of the kagome lattice only has 6 vertices per unit cell,
a symmetry-preserving on-site-energy perturbations shifts all
vertices by the same energy, and the resulting spectra simply
shifts in energy.

S1), thus we need 3 and 6 on-site energy perturbations,
which is only possible if the corresponding line-graph lat-
tices have more than 3 or 6 vertices per unit cell. The
resulting band structures can be examined directly be-
cause there are so few D = 3 and D = 4 line-graph
lattices fulfilling these constraints, totaling 3 in number.
Not surprisingly, none of these perturbations split the
bands to create doubly degenerate gapped bands. As
previously noted, as the number of vertices involved in
the perturbation increases, the number of vertices pro-
viding compact support decreases and fewer CLSes are
supported, so with such a high number of perturbations
it is unlikely that the bands will be split as desired.

Similarly, for hopping perturbations a minimum of
three hoppings are required. In this case, there are only
3 relevant line-graph lattices, so here too they can be ex-
amined directly. As expected, we find that none yield
the desired band splitting. In Figure S15 we show two
line-graph lattices with symmetry-preserving on-site or
hopping perturbations, and their resulting band spectra.

Appendix E: Split-band representation

Here we identify the representation of the remaining
flat bands for perturbed 1 < D ≤ 4 line-graph lattices
with C2 symmetry and identify which hopping perturba-
tions yield topologically non-trivial bands. In Tables S2
and S3 we summarize our representation findings for the
flat bands in D = 3 and D = 4 line-graph lattices with
C2 symmetry, pre- and post-perturbation.
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1. D = 3

For perturbed D = 3 line-graph lattices with C2 sym-
metry, considering the two ungapped split bands with one
flat and one dispersive, they will exhibit fragile topology
if the perturbation crosses through the center of an even-
sided face that is on a maximal Wyckoff position.

From Table I in the main text, we see that for D = 3
line-graph lattices with C2 symmetry, the four RSIs (one
for each maximal Wyckoff position) will be 0, −1, −1,
and −1 if the root graph degree is odd, and 0, −1,
−1, and +1 if the degree is even. Without loss of
generality, take the maximal Wyckoff positions occupied
by faces and (if applicable) complete subgraphs to be
the 1d and 1c positions. Then the respective repre-
sentations are (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕ (A)1c ↑ G and
(A)1a ↑G⊕ (A)1b ↑G⊕ (B)1c ↑G.

Unfortunately, because one of the ungapped bands will
be dispersive after perturbation, we cannot use our de-
veloped formalism to examine the C2 eigenfunctions and
determine the new RSIs and representations. However,
we can directly compute the representations [7]. From
this we find evidence that if the perturbation sits on the
1a, 1b, or 1c positions, the band with the corresponding
band representation is lifted and the remaining bands
are still represented by a sum of EBRs. If the per-
turbation instead sits on the 1d position, then for odd
root-graph degree the resulting representation becomes
(A)1a ↑G⊕ (A)1b ↑G⊕ (A)1c ↑G	 (A)1d ↑G, and for even
root-graph degree it is (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕ (B)1c ↑
G 	 (B)1d ↑ G. Although these decomposition are not
unique, all such decompositions give fragile topology.

2. D = 4

For D = 4 lattices in the 4o family, the flat bands
of its line graph will exhibit fragile topology once the
bands are split according to our 4o hopping perturba-
tion construction. For the 2e2o family, however, the
flat bands will continue to admit a Wannier representa-
tion once the bands are split according to our 2e2o hop-
ping perturbation construction. We have also considered
other perturbations which split the D = 4 band degen-
eracy and yield two-fold-degenerate gapped flat bands,
and find the same band topology for lattices within these
families (fragile topology in 4o lattices, but not for 2e2o
lattices). However, this search is not exhaustive and we
do not have a proof which considers all possible pertur-
bations. In this Appendix, we determine the two-fold-
degenerate flat-band representation for our constructed
perturbations in the 2e2o and 4o families.

In each case, we begin by considering the graph-
element types on the maximal Wyckoff positions. Next
we consider the associated RSIs and flat-band represen-
tations of the fourfold degenerate flat bands. Finally,
we examine how the RSIs change after perturbation to
determine the representations of the split bands.

(a) (b)

δ2
1c,1 = −1
δ2

1d ,1 = 0

δ2
1a,1 = 0

δ2
1b,1 = −1

(A)1b ↑G ⊕ (A)1c ↑G

δ2
1b,1 = −1

δ2
1a,1 = −1

δ2
1d ,1 = +1

δ2
1c,1 = −1

(A)1a ↑G ⊕ (A)1b ↑G ⊕ (A)1c ↑G � (A)1d ↑G

FIG. S16. C2 flat-band eigenfunctions for C2 centers at each
of the maximal Wyckoff positions post-perturbation, in (a)
the heptagon-heptagon-hexagon-square kagome lattice (2e2o
family) and (b) Example 2 (4o family). Hopping perturba-
tions are shown in green, maximal Wyckoff positions as red
outlined circles, and wavefunctions as blue and yellow circles
denoting relative positive and negative real-valued wavefunc-
tion amplitude, respectively, with large circles having twice
the amplitude of smaller ones. Notice that in (a), the vertex-
occupied maximal Wyckoff positions are labeled as 1b and 1c.

a. 2e2o family

If two faces of the root-graph unit cell are odd-sided
and two are even-sided, then two of the four maximal
Wyckoff positions are occupied by vertices and two are
occupied by faces in the line graph. This is because even-
sided faces in the root graph must sit on maximal Wyckoff
positions (RG1), of which two are present, and there must
be at least two maximal Wyckoff positions occupied by
edges in the root graph (RG6).

Subsequently (by RSI1) we have RSIs δ2w′,1 = 0 on
the two maximal Wyckoff positions w′ occupied by faces,
and δ2w′′,1 = −1 on the two maximal Wyckoff positions
w′′ occupied by vertices. Without loss of generality, take
the maximal Wyckoff positions occupied by vertices to
be the 1a and 1b positions; then the representation can
be chosen as (A)1a ↑G⊕ (A)1b ↑G⊕ (A)w ↑G⊕ (B)w ↑G,
where w can be 1a, 1b, 1c, or 1d. From examining the
basis states after adding a single hopping across one of the
even-sided faces (done in Appendix D), we see in Figure
S16(a) that the RSIs δ2w′,1 = 0 and δ2w′′,1 = −1 remain
invariant post-perturbation. However, because there are
now a total of two flat bands, the representation of these
bands becomes (A)1a ↑G⊕ (A)1b ↑G. As this is a sum of
EBRs, these bands may be topologically trivial.

We do not consider perturbations for this family of
line-graph lattices involving the vertices sitting on maxi-
mal Wyckoff positions, however we conjecture that a hop-
ping that intersects the 1aWyckoff position will split the
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maximal Wyckoff position
involved in perturbation

single-band
representation

double-band
representation

double-band
band topology

(A)1a ↑ G⊕
(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(A)1c ↑ G

1a (A)1a ↑ G (A)1b ↑ G⊕ (A)1c ↑ G trivial
1b (A)1b ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (A)1c ↑ G trivial
1c (A)1c ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (A)1b ↑ G trivial
1d (A)1d ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕

(A)1c ↑ G	 (A)1d ↑ G
fragile

(A)1a ↑ G⊕
(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(B)1c ↑ G

1a (A)1a ↑ G (A)1b ↑ G⊕ (B)1c ↑ G trivial
1b (A)1b ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (B)1c ↑ G trivial
1c (B)1c ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (A)1b ↑ G trivial
1d (B)1d ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕

(B)1c ↑ G	 (B)1d ↑ G
fragile

TABLE S2. Summary of representations for D = 3, C2-symmetric line-graph lattices. The first column is the representation
of the flat bands pre-perturbation. For a hopping perturbation that involves a graph element sitting on the maximal Wyckoff
position in the second column, the resulting single-band and double-band representations are listed, along with the double-band
band topology. Notice that we make some choices without loss of generality: in the first row, the 1a, 1b, and 1c positions are
occupied by vertices, and 1d is occupied by a face; in the second, 1a and 1b are occupied by vertices, 1c by a complete subgraph,
and 1d by a face.

bands into doubly degenerate gapped bands with a rep-
resentation of (B)1a ↑G⊕ (A)1b ↑G.

b. 4o family

If all four faces of the root-graph unit cell are odd-
sided and the root-graph lattice is of odd degree, all four
maximal Wyckoff positions are occupied by edges in the
root graph, i.e. vertices in the line graph. This is because
maximal Wyckoff positions cannot be occupied by odd-
sided faces or on vertices of odd degree.

If instead the root graph is of even degree, vertices sit
on either two or four maximal Wyckoff positions in the
line graph and the remaining are occupied by complete
subgraphs. This is because maximal Wyckoff positions
cannot be occupied by odd-sided faces, there must be an
even number of maximal Wyckoff positions occupied by
vertices in the line graph (i.e. edges in the root graph) by
RG3, and there must be edges on at least two maximal
Wyckoff positions in the root graph by RG6.

We have RSIs of δ2w′,1 = −1 on the vertex-occupied
maximal Wyckoff positions w′ and δ2w′′,1 = +1 on the
maximal Wyckoff positions w′′ occupied by complete sub-
graphs. Without loss of generality, label two vertex-
occupied maximal Wyckoff positions as the 1a and 1b
positions. The resulting representation is then (A)1a ↑
G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕ (A)1c ↑ G ⊕ (A)1d ↑ G (for four ver-
tex maximal Wyckoff positions) or (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑
G⊕ (B)1c ↑G⊕ (B)1d ↑G (for two maximal Wyckoff posi-
tions occupied by vertices and two occupied by complete
subgraphs).

Again without loss of generality, pick the 1a maximal
Wyckoff position as the position occupied by the cen-
tral perturbation vertex for the hopping pair (defined as
v0 in Appendix D2a). After this perturbation, our con-
structed basis states include compound chain CLSes, see

Appendix D2a. Even so, as seen in Figure S16(b) we can
use them to determine the post-perturbation RSIs. For
each of the three maximal Wyckoff positions on unper-
turbed graph elements, a compound chain CLS centered
about that position exists, with the same C2 eigenvalue
as the pre-perturbation C2 eigenstate. The 1a C2 cen-
ter C2 eigenfunction, by contrast, is a cycle CLS encir-
cling all four faces of the unit cell and has eigenvalue +1.
As before, all other C2 eigenstate constructions for each
maximal Wyckoff position can be paired as CLSes plus
or minus their C2 images, such that they do not affect
the RSI. The new RSIs are then −1, −1, −1, +1 for
four vertex-occupied maximal Wyckoff positions and −1,
+1, +1, +1 for two vertex- and two complete-subgraph-
occupied maximal Wyckoff positions. The resulting dou-
bly degenerate flat-band representations can be chosen
as 	(A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕ (A)1c ↑ G ⊕ (A)1d ↑ G and
	(A)1a ↑G ⊕ (A)1b ↑G ⊕ (B)1c ↑G ⊕ (B)1d ↑G, respec-
tively, indicating fragile topological bands in both cases.
Note that while this decomposition is not unique, all such
decompositions give fragile topology.

We do not consider here perturbations involving com-
plete subgraphs that sit on maximal Wyckoff positions.
However, we conjecture that a hopping that intersects
the 1c Wyckoff position will split bands with a represen-
tation (A)1a ↑G⊕(A)1b ↑G⊕(B)1c ↑G⊕(B)1d and create
doubly degenerate gapped bands with a representation of
(A)1a ↑G⊕ (A)1b ↑G	 (B)1c ↑G⊕ (B)1d ↑G.

Appendix F: Additional examples

To further demonstrate our developed formalism, we
determine the flat-band representation for three addi-
tional lattices: the nonagon-triangle kagome lattice (D =
2, C3 symmetry), the line graph of the kagome lattice
(D = 3, C6 symmetry), and the dodecagon-hexagon-
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maximal Wyckoff position
involved in perturbation

both single-band
representations

double-band
representation

double-band
band topology

4o

(A)1a ↑ G⊕
(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(A)1c ↑ G⊕
(A)1d ↑ G

1a (A)1a ↑ G & (A)1a ↑ G 	(A)1a ↑ G⊕(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(A)1c ↑ G⊕ (A)1d ↑ G

fragile

1b (A)1b ↑ G & (A)1b ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G 	 (A)1b ↑ G ⊕
(A)1c ↑ G⊕ (A)1d ↑ G

fragile

1c (A)1c ↑ G & (A)1c ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G 	
(A)1c ↑ G⊕ (A)1d ↑ G

fragile

1d (A)1d ↑ G & (A)1d ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕
(A)1c ↑ G	 (A)1d ↑ G

fragile

(A)1a ↑ G⊕
(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(B)1c ↑ G⊕
(B)1d ↑ G

1a (A)1a ↑ G & (A)1a ↑ G 	(A)1a ↑ G⊕(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(B)1c ↑ G⊕ (B)1d ↑ G

fragile

1b (A)1b ↑ G & (A)1b ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G 	 (A)1b ↑ G ⊕
(B)1c ↑ G⊕ (B)1d ↑ G

fragile

1c (B)1c ↑ G & (B)1c ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G 	
(B)1c ↑ G⊕ (B)1d ↑ G

fragile

1d (B)1d ↑ G & (B)1d ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (A)1b ↑ G ⊕
(B)1c ↑ G	 (B)1d ↑ G

fragile

2e
2o

(A)1a ↑ G⊕
(A)1b ↑ G⊕
(A)w ↑ G⊕
(B)w ↑ G

1a (A)1a ↑ G & (A)1a ↑ G (B)1a ↑ G⊕ (A)1b ↑ G trivial
1b (A)1b ↑ G & (A)1b ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (B)1b ↑ G trivial
1c (A)1c ↑ G & (B)1c ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (A)1b ↑ G trivial
1d (A)1d ↑ G & (B)1d ↑ G (A)1a ↑ G⊕ (A)1b ↑ G trivial

TABLE S3. Summary of representations for D = 4, C2-symmetric line-graph lattices. The first column is the representation
of the flat bands pre-perturbation. For a hopping perturbation that involves a graph element sitting on the maximal Wyckoff
position in the second column, the resulting two single-band and the double-band representations are listed, along with the
double-band band topology. Notice that we make some choices without loss of generality: in the first row, the 1a, 1b, 1c, and 1d
positions are occupied by vertices; in the second, 1a and 1b are occupied by a vertex, while 1c and 1d are occupied by complete
subgraphs; in the third, 1a and 1b are occupied by vertices and 1c and 1d by faces. We find that we can split the bands in all
4o line-graph lattices to yield fragile topological bands, but get topologically trivial bands in the 2e2o lattices.

triangle-triangle kagome lattice (D = 4, C2 symmetry).
All three are shown in Figure S17.

Line graph of nonagon-triangle: The line graph
of the nonagon-triangle lattice is the only other D = 2
line-graph lattice in our set besides the line graph of the
triangle lattice. It has d = 3, and n = 4. According
to Table I of the main text and as seen from the red
empty circles in the first column of Figure S17(a), of its
three maximal Wyckoff positions, the root-graph lattice
has faces on two positions and a vertex on one position.

To determine the RSIs at each of these maximal Wyck-
off positions, we identify three linearly independent local
energy eigenfunctions |φα〉, |φβ〉, and |φγ〉 as shown in
Figure S17(a). These can be used to construct the C3

eigenfunctions at each of the Wyckoff positions. We now
consider each of these positions in turn.

For the 1a position, notice that of the C3 eigenfunc-
tions |φk〉 ≡ |φ〉 + ei2πk/sC3|φ〉 + (ei2πk/sC3)

2|φ〉, when
k = 0 we have |φα0 〉 = |φα〉 + C3|φα〉 + C2

3 |φα〉, which
vanishes completely, whereas when k = 1, we have
|φα1 〉 = |φα〉 + ei2π/3C3|φα〉 + (ei2π/3C3)

2|φα〉, which
does not. The analogous eigenfunction constructions for
|φβ〉 and |φγ〉 yield valid (non-zero) wavefunctions for
both k = 0 and k = 1; this is the case for all other
wavefunctions as well. Therefore, we find that δ31a,1 ≡
m3

1a,1 − m3
a,0 = +1. For the 1b and 1c positions, all

eigenfunction constructions yield valid wavefunctions for
both k = 0 and k = 1, therefore δ31b,1 ≡ m3

1b,1−m3
1b,0 = 0

and δ31c,1 ≡ m3
1c,1 − m3

1c,0 = 0. Given that a complete
subgraph of the line-graph lattice sits at the 1a position
while faces sit at the 1b and 1c positions, these RSIs are
consistent with the relationships described in the main
text: maximal Wyckoff positions w with C3 symmetry
have RSI δ3w,1 = +1 if occupied by a complete subgraph,
otherwise δ3w,1 = 0.

The resulting representation is then (1E2E)1a ↑ G, a
two-dimensional irrep with e±i2π/3 eigenvalues degener-
ate by TRS, and the bands admit a Wannier representa-
tion. Correspondingly, we find no Wilson loop winding.

Line graph of kagome: Here, d = 4 and n = 3, and
the root-graph lattice has two faces and one vertex on
the three maximal Wyckoff positions. The local energy
eigenfunctions to consider are |φα〉 and |φβ〉 as shown in
Figure S17(b); they are linearly independent and, with
lattice translations, span the entire flat-band basis.

At the 1a position, using |φα〉 we find that each value
of k ∈ [0, 3] gives one C6 energy eigenfunction. In fact,
the k = 3 eigenfunction is equal to |φβ〉, so we find an
equal number of eigenfunctions of each eigenvalue, thus
δ61a,1 = δ61a,2 = δ61a,3 = 0. Moving on to the 2b position,
we find both |φα〉 and |φβ〉 construct valid wavefunctions
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root graph line graph wavefunctions, RSIs, and representation

splitting the bands

Wilson loop

(a)

(b)

(c)

δ3
1a,1 = +1 δ3

1b,1 = 0 δ3
1c,1 = 0

(1E2E)1a ↑G

δ6
1a,1 = δ6

1a,2 = δ6
1a,3 = 0 δ6

2b,1 = 0 δ6
3c,1 = +1

(B)3c ↑G

δ2
1a,1 = 0 δ2

1b,1 = −1 δ2
1c,1 = −1 δ2

1d ,1 = 0
(A)1b ↑G ⊕ (A)1c ↑G ⊕ (A)w ↑G ⊕ (B)w ↑G

δ2
1a,1 = 0 δ2

1b,1 = −1 δ2
1c,1 = −1 δ2

1d ,1 = 0
(A)1b ↑G ⊕ (A)1c ↑G

|φα〉
|φβ〉

|φγ〉

|φα〉
|φβ〉

FIG. S17. Additional examples. For each lattice, we show (from left to right) the root graph; root-graph spectrum; line graph;
line-graph spectrum; construction of symmetry and energy eigenfunctions with resulting RSIs and representation; and Wilson
loop winding. (a) Line graph of the nonagon-triangle lattice. (b) Line graph of the kagome lattice. (c) Line graph of the
dodecagon-hexagon-triangle-triangle lattice. For this last lattice, we also show a perturbation that successfully splits the bands,
in addition to the resulting spectrum, RSIs, representation, and Wilson loop winding. Grey outlined parallelograms show a
single unit cell, red outlined circles denote maximal Wyckoff positions, blue bands in the band spectra highlight flat bands, and
green bands in the band spectra highlight flat bands that have been perturbed to become dispersive. Lattice perturbations are
also shown in green, and blue and yellow circles represent energy eigenfunctions, with blue (yellow) denoting relative positive
(negative) wavefunction amplitude and large circles denoting twice the amplitude of smaller circles.

for k = 0 and k = 1; δ62b,1 = 0. Finally, for the 3c posi-
tion, we see that |φα〉 is itself a C2 eigenstate of eigenvalue
−1, while |φβ〉 can be used to produce one eigenstate of
each eigenvalue. As a result, we find δ63c,1 = +1. These,
too, are consistent with the relationships described in
the main text: (1a) maximal Wyckoff positions with C6

symmetry have RSIs δ61a,1 = δ61a,2 = δ61a,3, equal to 0 if
it is occupied by a face; maximal Wyckoff positions with
C3 symmetry have RSI equal to 0 if occupied by a com-
plete subgraph, and maximal Wyckoff positions with C2

symmetry have RSI equal to +1 if occupied by a vertex.
The representation satisfying all constraints is (B)3c ↑

G, accompanied by no Wilson loop winding.
Line graph of dodecagon-hexagon-triangle-

triangle: In this lattice, d = 3 and n = 8, for a total of
D = 4 flat bands at energy −2. The root-graph unit cell
has C2 symmetry and two edges and two faces on the four
maximal Wyckoff positions, in agreement with Table I of
the main text. Furthermore, following the patterns de-
scribed in the main text, it has an even number of edges

per unit cell, so there must be edges on an even number
of maximal Wyckoff positions and edges on at least two
maximal Wyckoff positions. When taking the line graph,
these graph elements on the maximal Wyckoff positions
transform into two vertices and two faces.

As for the RSIs of this line-graph lattice, recall from
RSI1 that we expect to find δ2w,1 = 0 for maximal Wyck-
off positions w occupied by faces and δ2w,1 = −1 for w
occupied by vertices. Indeed, this is the case here; for
the 1a and 1d positions as shown in Figure S17, which
are occupied by faces, we can construct both an even
and an odd C2 energy eigenfunction, with all other con-
structions producing an equal number of +1 and −1 C2

eigenstates, as shown in Figure S17(c). Similarly, for the
1b and 1c positions, both occupied by vertices, we find
an excess of a single +1 C2 energy eigenfunction.

This yields (A)1b ↑G⊕ (A)1c ↑G⊕ (A)w ↑G⊕ (B)w ↑G
for the representation, where w can be any of 1a, 1b, 1c,
or 1d (since (A+B)1a ↑G = (A+B)1b ↑G = (A+B)1c ↑
G = (A + B)1d ↑ G). As expected, there is no Wilson
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loop winding.
Because this line-graph lattice has C2-symmetry and

D = 4, we can add a perturbation to split its bands.
More specifically, as its root-graph unit cell is comprised
of a dodecagon, hexagon, and two triangles, it falls in the
2e2o family. Then, as shown in Appendix D, we can split
its bands by adding a hopping perturbation between the
two vertices in the line-graph lattice sitting between the
dodecagon and hexagon, drawn in green in Figure S17(c).
Indeed, the bands are split to create twofold-degenerate
gapped flat bands at energy −2 and two dispersive bands.

Now we can re-evaluate the RSIs at each maximal
Wyckoff position to determine the representation of the
two flat bands. Upon revisiting the four maximal Wyckoff
positions, we find that 1a and 1d still have an equal num-
ber of odd and even C2 eigenfunctions, hence δ21a = δ21d =
0. Similarly, the 1b and 1c positions have the same extra
even eigenfunction as before, so δ21b = δ21c = −1. With
these same RSIs now describing a total of two bands,
the resulting representation is (A)1b ↑G ⊕ (A)1c ↑G. As
predicted, and consistent with the Wilson loop winding
result, it admits a Wannier representation.

Appendix G: Extensions of our work

Here we provide evidence that the formalism presented
in this work can be straightforwardly extended to other
line-graph lattices of regular root-graph lattices.

1. D > 4 line-graph lattices with C2 symmetry

Consider non-bipartite planar root-graph lattices with
C2 symmetry corresponding to line-graph lattices with
D > 4. We examine several such lattices, two of which
are shown in Figure S18, and find that the relationship
between graph-element type on the maximal Wyckoff po-
sitions and RSI for these lattices is the same as for C2-
symmetric line-graph lattices withD ≤ 4: δ2w,1 is equal to
−1 for maximal Wyckoff positions w occupied by a ver-
tex, +1 for positions occupied by complete subgraphs,
and 0 for positions occupied by faces. This should not
be surprising given the local nature of the eigenfunctions
involved in determining the RSI.

Notice, however, that not all of the theorems of Ap-
pendix C hold for these D > 4 lattices. For exam-
ple, the heptagon-heptagon-hexagon-hexagon-pentagon-
pentagon kagome lattice of Figure S18(b) has point-
group symmetry C2, and there are two faces whose num-
ber of sides is a multiple of 2, but they do not sit on
maximal Wyckoff positions. Instead, we conjecture that
for D even, there are faces on an even number of maxi-
mal Wyckoff positions, while for D odd, there are faces
on an odd number of such positions.

If this conjecture holds, the representation of the D
flat bands may be generalized. Define We to the be set
of maximal Wyckoff positions occupied by an edge (site)

(a) (b)

FIG. S18. (a) The pentagon-pentagon-square-triangle-
triangle root-graph lattice with D = 5 and C2 symme-
try. (b) The heptagon-heptagon-hexagon-hexagon-pentagon-
pentagon root-graph lattice with D = 6 and C2 symmetry.
Vertices are indicated as grey circles for a single unit cell, en-
closed by the thick grey line. Maximal Wyckoff positions are
circled in red.

of the root-graph (line-graph) lattice and Wv to be the
set of maximal Wyckoff positions occupied by a vertex
(complete subgraph) of the root-graph (line-graph) lat-
tice. Then the general representation will be given by:

⊕

i∈We

(A)i ↑G ⊕
⊕

i∈Wv

(B)i ↑G⊕

D − |We| − |Wv|
2

(
(A)w ↑G⊕ (B)w ↑G

)
(S1)

where w can be 1a, 1b, 1c, or 1d. This representation is
always a sum of EBRs.

According to this generalization, the representation of
the line-graph lattice corresponding to the root-graph
lattice of Figure S18(a) should be (A)1a ↑ G ⊕ (B)1b ↑
G ⊕ (A)1c ↑ G ⊕ (A)w ↑ G ⊕ (B)w ↑ G, for w = 1a,
1b, 1c, or 1d. Likewise, the line-graph lattice of Figure
S18(b) should have a flat-band representation of (A)1a ↑
G⊕(A)1b ↑G⊕(A)1c ↑G⊕(A)1d ↑G⊕(A)w ↑G⊕(B)w ↑G,
for w = 1a, 1b, 1c, or 1d. Indeed, direct computation
of the flat-band representations confirms that this is the
case for both lattices.

In addition to proving these claims, it remains to be
shown how bands that do not admit a Wannier repre-
sentation can be achieved through adding (symmetry-
preserving) perturbations to these line-graph lattices.

2. Line-graph lattices with C4 symmetry

The remaining point-group symmetry to be considered
for periodic lattices is C4 symmetry. In general, these
lattices must be comprised of faces that are C4-symmetric
and/or sets of four faces that are C4 images of each other.
As a result, none of the lattices considered in this work
exhibit C4 symmetry; with D ≤ 4, the square lattice is
the only such root-graph lattice, and is bipartite.

However, by moving to D > 4, such symmetries be-
come possible. We show two root-graph counterparts of
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(a) (b)

FIG. S19. (a) The octagon-triangle-triangle-triangle-
triangle root-graph lattice with D = 5 and C4 symme-
try. (b) The square-square-triangle-triangle-triangle-triangle
root-graph lattice with D = 6 and C4 symmetry. Vertices are
indicated as grey circles for a single unit cell, enclosed by the
thick grey line. Maximal Wyckoff positions are circled in red.

these lattices in Figure S19, one for D = 5 and one for
D = 6.

The maximal Wyckoff positions for C4-symmetric lat-
tices are the 1a and 1b positions, each with C4 symmetry,
and the 2c position with C2 symmetry. Aside from d = 4
root-graph lattices, where the 1a and 2b positions can be
occupied by vertices, the 1a and 2b positions will gener-
ally be occupied by the C4 symmetric faces. Similarly,
aside from a few specific cases, the 2c positions will be
occupied by edges.

The same approach used in determining the RSIs for
D ≤ 4 line-graph lattices can be applied here. For the 2c
positions, the arguments presented in Appendix C and
Figure S10 regarding C2 flat-band eigenstate construc-
tions and the counting of +1 and −1 eigenstates still
apply. Therefore, we see no reason why the element-type-
to-RSI relationship here should be different than for C2-
center maximal Wyckoff positions in lattices with other
symmetries.

For the 1a and 1b positions, we claim that for position

w ∈ 1a, 1b at the center of a face in the root-graph lat-
tice, the RSIs for the corresponding line-graph lattice are
δ4w,1 ≡ m4

w,1 − m4
w,0 = 0 and δ4w,2 ≡ m4

w,2 − m4
w,0 = 0.

This can be seen by considering flat-band CLSes |φ〉 en-
circling two odd-sided faces locally around w. Using
these eigenstates to construct the C4 flat-band eigen-
functions as in Equation 2, an equal number of eigen-
functions of each eigenvalue will be generated. As for
position w ∈ 1a, 1b occupied by a vertex in the root-
graph lattice, the corresponding line-graph lattice has
RSIs δ4w,1 = δ4w,2 = 1. Here, too, we can consider flat-
band CLSes |φ〉 encircling two odd-sided faces locally
around w. However, now when we construct the C4 flat-
band eigenfunctions using Equation 2, the eigenfunction
|φ0〉 will be equal to the zero function, thus there will be
one fewer eigenfunction of C4 eigenvalue +1 relative to
those for the other eigenvalues.

This results in the correct representation for our
two examples. The octagon-triangle-triangle-triangle-
triangle lattice has the 1a position occupied by a vertex
and 1b occupied by a face; thus the line-graph lattice
RSIs are δ41a,1 = δ41a,2 = 1 and δ41b,1 = δ41b,2 = 0. Its 2c

position is occupied by an edge, yielding δ22c,1 = −1. The
corresponding representation for the five-fold-degenerate
gapped flat bands in the line-graph lattice is (1E2E)1a ↑
G⊕ (B)1a ↑G⊕ (A)2c ↑G.

Similarly, the square-square-triangle-triangle-triangle-
triangle lattice has the 1a and 1b positions occupied by
faces, and the 2c position occupied by an edge. The line-
graph lattice RSIs are then δ41a,1 = δ41a,2 = δ41b,1 = δ41b,2 =

0 and δ22c,1 = −1. Here there are multiple equivalent
solutions for the flat-band representation, one of which
is 2(A)2c ↑G⊕ (B)2c ↑G.

We leave it to future work to prove these statements,
generalize to all such line-graph lattices with C4 symme-
try, and examine how bands with fragile topology may
be created through perturbation.
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